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E N G A G I N G  I N N O V A T I O N

Bates Dressage saddles are the most innovative in the 
world. Born out of total dedication to deliver a saddle 
for sheer performance, Bates dressage saddles will 
raise your expectations forever.

Riders will feel the power of innovation, with instantaneous 
comfort, security and balance seated closer to their horse 
with no interference through the length of their thigh for an 
independent seat allowing pure concentration on feel and 
aids. 

Your horse will show a marked improvement in its freedom 
of movement, expression and self carriage, as the world-

leading EASY-CHANGE™ Fit Solution and CAIR® 
Cushion System offer a customised fit, even weight 
distribution and fluid cushioning in the most 

generous panel created.  

Every serious dressage rider, owes it to themselves to 
put a Bates Dressage saddle to the test and see the 
difference it makes. Harness the power of innovation 
and exceed your expectations.

exceed your 
 expectations...

To view the complete range of Bates Saddles, including the  
NEW Bates Dressage saddle, visit www.batessaddles.com

www.facebook.com/batessaddles
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Download the phone bid form 
from www.auctionofthestars.com 
or call Heath on 0417 656 636
or email info@auctionofthestars.com

PHONE BID


About 40% of our horses are sold at auction to people who aren’t 
even there!  We would love to help you out if you can’t attend the 
Auction of the Stars.

CAN’T MAKE IT?



www.auct ionofthestars.com

Auction of the Stars continues to provide 

finance to approved clients based on the two 

options below.

Have your finance of up to $20,000 approved 

in advance and you can take your new horse 

home with you! Interest-free over 12 months. 

Email info@auctionofthestars.com for 

details.
* Approved buyers only. Conditions apply.

Don’t have quite enough on the day? Bid up 

to 30% more on your selected lot and collect it 

when it’s paid off with our interest-free terms. 

Email info@auctionofthestars.com for 

details.
* Conditions apply.
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For further information in relation to finance contact 

Ann-Maree Lourey on 0407 453 494. 

PRE-APPROVED FINANCE

TOP-UP FINANCE
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By luck or good management we at the AOS did 
manage to adopt a genetic policy in the early years 
which was way ahead of our time dating back to 
the mid 1980’s. In those years we started breeding 
dressage mares to dressage stallions and jumping 
mares to jumping stallions. Certainly not the “done” 
thing in the 1980’s. In those days the spectacular money changing hands 
was for the young licensed stallions who to pass licensing needed to have 
outstanding dressage paces as well as outstanding technique and jump over 
fences. For us these were all rounders. It was around this time that Donnerhall 
started performing with Karin Rehbein. We invested heavily in Donnerhall. 
Today Donnerhall and his sons are the most outstanding bloodline ever with 
enormous influence on the top dressage horses in the world including the recent 
World Equestrian Games at the end of August/early September this year. The 
majority of the top placed dressage horses at the World Equestrian Games are 
mostly the result of seven bloodlines. Way in the lead is Donnerhall, followed 
by Rubinstein, Ferro, Jazz, Florestan, Weltmeyer and Sandro Hit. This is an 
amazing consideration when you understand that there would be more than 
50 000 other dressage stallions around the world being advertised this year. 
All of these seven bloodlines are well represented here in the AOS. As a result 
we have produced performers. Utopian Cardinal was presented at Auction by 
AOS as a 5 year old. Today Utopian Cardinal is 9 years of age and was 3rd in 
Intermediate 2, 3rd in the Grand Prix, 6th in the Grand Prix Freestyle and 2nd 
in the Grand Prix Special at the National Dressage Championships. Aspire R 
was sold as a 3 year old and this year has won at the top level eventing being 3* 
level. Jude R was sold to Sue Hearn as a weanling and is today winning Small 
tour and Grand Prix is imminent. Johnny Depp and Jeff the Chef were sold as 
yearlings and are today both competing successfully at Grand Prix dressage. 
Both Bindaboo R and Bonza Troy were sold as 7 and 6 year olds respectively 
and both took their new owners to 3*level in the eventing discipline.  Just Dance 
with Katina Smith and Snapdragon with Kathryn Crofts were sold as weanlings 
and are now competing successfully at Prix St George level. Rudolf and Moves 
like Jagger who were both sold as weanlings through AOS are now 2* and 
heading down to Adelaide 3DE 2014. Youngsters like Rinaldo R, Fireworks R 
and Jostle R are performing in the lower dressage grades returning big scores 
and winning classes. Without doubt the AOS does sell horses that go on to very 
successful careers with their new owners.  

So ladies and gentlemen I can honestly say that this catalogue carries the 
best dressage bloodlines in the world today and horses being sold from this 
catalogue will go on and influence Australian History.

Good Luck. Cheers,

Heath

A MESSAGE FROM HEATH
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Auction of the Stars is a unique sale this 
Christmas. It must be the only performance horse 
auction in the country that offers the whole range 
of hopes and dreams in the dressage world. 

The whole range? We have it all, from beginning 
to end. If you want to dive straight into the 
challenge and achieve the ultimate dressage 
dream right now, right here, then you have a 
choice of not one but two Grand Prix horses. 

If you want to put off testing yourself for as long as possible, if your life is not 
yet in the right space, or your mind is not yet in the right place to achieve your 
dream, you can buy the absolute opposite end of the spectrum – a choice of 
some of the best breeding lines in Australia – sensational mares in foal. The 
Grand Prix bloodlines are assured, and you can be content knowing that in 
another nine or 10 years’ time, with the proper tuition and blood, sweat and 
tears, you too can produce that Grand Prix horse. 

And if you are halfway there in terms of life or training or mindset, or even 
finances, then the auction offers all of the stages in between – mares with 
foals at foot, two-year-olds almost ready to break in, young horses under 
saddle and just beginning to show their potential, horses working right 
through the dressage levels, right up to Prix St Georges level, the very first 
international level in dressage. 

So it’s time to give some serious thought to what you want to achieve and 
when you want to achieve it … the options are endless – and with finance 
available, and top-up finance available, you have all the opportunity in 
the world to achieve your dream.  Do you want that dream now? Soon? 
Eventually? No matter what your decision, Auction of the Stars has a history 

of successful partnerships that have all kicked off with the fall of the hammer. 

Best of luck!    

Ann-Maree Lourey

A MESSAGE FROM ANN-MAREE
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   CONDITIONS OF SALE

The auction is run under its conditions of sale, which are publicly displayed 
on the website, www.auctionofthestars.com also at the stables and inside 
the auction arena.  A copy can be obtained from the sales office and the 
onus is on the bidders to be familiar with those conditions.  

   PAYMENTS

Purchasers’ attention is drawn to the conditions of sale that unless other 
arrangements are made through our office, terms are cash before delivery. 
This sale will be conducted on a GST exclusive basis only and the final 
price is subject to 10% GST. 

Where payments are made with Visa, Bankcard or Mastercard, a 3% 
surcharge will be made to cover the credit card settlement fee. We are 
unable to accept American Express or Diners Card. 

   TIMETABLE 

Saturday December 13
9am: Freeschooling of unbroken stock.
11.15am: Ridden horses trialled.
2.30pm: Presentation of eight stallions.
4.40pm: Young Rider pas de deux to music
 (Libby Hulin and Mary Warren).
4.55pm: Dressage masterclass, preliminary to Grand Prix horses,
 inc piaffe and passage.
5.30pm: Quadrille to music.
5.50pm: Jumping/eventing masterclass from uncompeted
 youngsters to 3* horses trialling for
 Rio de Janeiro Olympics 2016.
6.25pm: Sausage Sizzle, Christmas drinks and Santa. Attendance
 for Saturday and Sunday is free as is the sausage sizzle
 and christmas drinks. All Welcome!

Sunday December 14
7.00am: Ridden horses trialled.
9.10am: Presentation of unbroken stock.
11.00am: VIP drinks and nibbles are served.
11.20am: Stallion masterclass with 8 stallions.  
12.00pm: Auction starts.

Attendance is free, bidding is unregistered. VIP seating (fully catered) is 
also available for Sunday lunch with ringside views! Book your seats at 
$25 each. Credit card facilities available. Download the booking form from 
www.auctionof the starts.com, contact us at info@auctionofthestars.com 
or phone 0407 453 494 to reserve your seat!

Important Notices
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   INSURANCE

We strongly advise that you choose to insure your purchase. Logans 
Insurance Agency offers fall-of-the-hammer insurance. Call them on (02) 
9909 1499 for more information or talk to us at the auction. All horses have 
certificate of good health which will be accepted for insurance purposes, 
and Logans will offer a competitive insurance price. Don’t transport your 
new purchase home without insuring it! 

   CONTACTS 

Auctioneer Andrew Hearn  0412 648 847
  andrew@andrewhearn.com.au

Directors  Heath Ryan  0417 656 636
  info@auctionofthestars.com
  Ann-Maree Lourey  0407 453 494 
  byalee@bigpond.com

   ACCOMMODATION

Sir Francis Drake (02) 4987 1444                                       

Motto Farm Motel  (02) 4987 1211

Colonial Motor Inn (02) 4987 2244 

Sleepy Hill Motor Inn (02) 4987 2321

Other accommodation options are available by contacting: 

Raymond Terrace Tourism Centre (02) 4987 1211 

  DIRECTIONS

The Newcastle Equestrian Centre is on the Pacific Highway at Motto Farm, 
between Raymond Terrace and Hexham. 

You will find it between the Sir Francis Drake motel and the Motto Farm 
Convention Centre. 

It is just 15 minutes from Newcastle Airport – 2273 Pacific Highway, 
Heatherbrae. 



This is one of the outstanding opportunities offered through the AOS selling 
program. We would encourage all riders who are slightly interested in the ridden 
horses to pluck up the courage to trial these horses in the official trialling times. 
Of course you are very welcome to trial these horses by prior arrangement in the 
weeks preceding the auction. Most people do suffer from the thought of riding 
in front of a crowd on the official trialling day. Our take on this is that if you are 
too embarrassed to look out for your own interests, then certainly nobody else 
will. Also, if you have dreams and ambitions, secret or otherwise, and being 
embarrassed is the biggest obstacle you have to overcome, then really life is not 
too bad. Realistically you will have to overcome much bigger obstacles than just 
being self-conscious or embarrassed.  Get out there, trial these horses and take 
advantage of a great opportunity.

At the auction you do have the unique advantage of comparing one horse against 
the other. This comparison opportunity is exactly what happens in competition, 
one horse immediately compared against another, a phenomena which is very 
difficult to replicate when buying a horse privately. Riding is a passion discipline 
and in most instances when buying privately a prospective purchaser falls in love 
with a horse and buys it. In the auction situation, a prospective purchaser is much 
more likely to weigh up the pros and cons of each horse on a comparative basis. 
Of course, falling in love with the horse is a critical ingredient for success but we 
at the AOS would encourage you firstly to select your next horse on an intellectual 
level, then follow your heart and fall in love with the horse. We all know of people 
that have bought horses that didn’t turn out to be everything they had hoped for 
but nevertheless, love the horse and persevere even when it is clear they should 
sell and start again. Treat the auction trialling as a day at the office. 

We encourage everyone to trial each horse that goes close to falling into their wish 
list category. Keep in mind that sometimes a horse that reads and looks mediocre 
in the catalogue actually turns out to be lots better in real life than you had 
expected. Conversely, some horses will catch your imagination in the catalogue, 
and then be disappointing in real life. Once you ride more than two horses you will 
lose track of details on each horse so we encourage you to write notes on each 
horse immediately after trialling them. Also, watching a horse being trialled by 
other riders is a great way of assessing honesty and rideability. 

The first official trialling is at 11.15am on Saturday 13th December and we would 
encourage all interested parties to take advantage of this Saturday trialling. This 
does give you as the potential buyer the opportunity to have another ride the 
next day Sunday 14th December at 7:00am. This also gives you enough time to 
research the horses and talk to the owners. 

The basic format of trialling is that two or three horses come into the arena and 
are shown off for the first five minutes by their vendors, basically warming up and 
just gently running through the horse’s routine. Then people wishing to have a little 
sit are invited to come forward. Prospective buyers organise to trial a horse by 
approaching the AOS representative, who takes a list of names so as to keep the 
trialling ordered, and also signing the appropriate waivers. Each trialling is tailored 
to each rider’s individual needs, keeping in mind that the first and foremost priority 
is safety, and of course the well-being of the horse. It is a very hectic schedule 
with two sessions of public trialling plus the auction, all in two days, so horse 
welfare is a major consideration.  We are of course very aware of also servicing 
the riders’ needs.

Good luck, and if you have any questions please feel free to contact Heath 
Ryan on 0417 656 636 or email info@auctionofthestars.com  

RIDDEN HORSE 
TRIALLING 

OF THE
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OUR SUPERSTAR 

S I R E S 

OUR  S T A R S

Lot A Regardez Moi
Lot B Fiji R
Lot C Wimborne Constable
Lot D Byalee Briar 

Lot 1 Jose R
Lot 2 Rhiannon R
Lot 3 AEA Texas
Lot 4 Relish R
Lot 5 AB Donasoma
Lot 6 Jandy R
Lot 7 Rune
Lot 8 Absolute Indulgence
Lot 9 Marge R 
Lot 10 Jaybee Harley
Lot 11 JE Blues
Lot 12 Jive Lady R
Lot 13 BC Sundance
Lot 14 Josie R
Lot 15 Gotcha
Lot 16 Hoc’s Paula
Lot 17 Lungda Taboo
Lot 18 Raymonda R
Lot 19 Jocelyn Brown R
Lot 20 Byalee Blitz
Lot 21 Rosette R 
Lot 22 Glenhill Talladega
Lot 23 Billy R
Lot 24 AEA Fortunato
Lot 25 Ella R
Lot 26 Buckwell Park Illusion
Lot 27 BZ Flanagan
Lot 28 Byalee Focus
Lot 29 BB Flemmboyant
Lot 30 Maize R

Index

Scan the barcode  with 
your smartphone or 
ipad to link directly 
to the Auction of the 
Stars website. 

WIN
THE LUCKY 

DOOR PRIZE!

A service fee to the 

AOS stallion of your 

choice!

Lot 31 Rubin Carter R
Lot 32 Forget Me Not R
Lot 33 Ornum Fortunato
Lot 34 Jumping Janie R
Lot 35 Wolfingham Diego
Lot 36 Milfield Samoa
Lot 37 Byalee Just Me
Lot 38 AP Equelus Aurora
Lot 39 Pretty R
Lot 40 SR Morpheus
Lot 41 Silhouette R
Lot 42 Circumstance
Lot 43 Eskimo Kiss
Lot 44 Dusky Diva
Lot 45 Byalee Fashion
Lot 46 Buckwell Park Inca
Lot 47 Frosty Morning R
Lot 48 Rocklilly R
Lot 49 Byalee Wizard
Lot 50 Joelle Twinkle Toes
Lot 51 Byalee Fancy
Lot 52 Rondelle R
Lot 53 Green Rocks Faith
Lot 54 Windjana Donfro
Lot 55 Russia R

Lot E Byalee Wow Wie rw
Lot F Jive Magic
Lot G Questing R
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  Feeding is made easi!

  Family owned and operated
      for 25 years, growing into the future! 

Where quality will never be compromised!

Auction of the Stars has bags of Pryde’s 
products to give away as lucky door prizes over
our auction weekend.

To share in this TOP QUALITY FEED all you have to do is be there!

Pryde’s EasiFeed®
Phone: 1300 732 267

Email: info@prydes.com.au
www.prydes.com.au LUCKY DOOR

PRIZES

25 kg

Highly digestible energy and protein. 
Bioplex® organic trace minerals 
ensure optimum uptake and utilisation. 
Perfect for spelling horses.

A fully extruded cube 
with a balance of nutrients 
vital for optimum fertility 
and milk production in 
broodmares and sound, 
strong bone, joint and 
muscle development in 
foals and growing horses.Bi
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25 kg

Easi Performance
A high energy, oat free
sweet feed, scientifically 
balanced for racing and 
performance horses.

Rolled in pure honey. Highly digestible 
energy and protein. Bioplex® organic 
trace minerals ensure optimum 
uptake and utilisation.

25 kg

An oat free sweet concentrate feed 

formulated to provide a base for 

the diets of racing, performance 

and hard working horses.

Stamina

Rolled in pure honey. Highly digestible 

energy and protein. Bioplex® organic 

trace minerals ensure optimum 

uptake and utilisation.

25kg

A high energy complete sweet feed, scientifically balanced for racing and performance horses.

EasiFeed   Three

Rolled in pure honey. Highly digestible 
energy and protein. Bioplex® organic 
trace minerals ensure optimum uptake and utilisation.

EasiBreedA scientifically formulated 
complete pelleted feed with essential vitamins and minerals for breeding 

mares and growing horses.

20 kg

Highly digestible energy. 
Superior protein quality.

20 kg

A vitamin and mineral 

balancer pellet with 

15% protein for breeding, 

growing, spelling and 

performance horses. 

Ideal for high quality 

pasture conditions.

Highly digestible energy and protein. 

Economical and easy to feed, either 

by itself or to top up vitamin and 

mineral levels of other feeds.
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Pryde’s EasiFeed®
Phone: 1300 732 267

Email: info@prydes.com.au
www.prydes.com.au LUCKY DOOR

PRIZES

LOT
A

Regardez Moi is the most winning Grand Prix dressage stallion in Australian history 
with more than 40 Grand Prix wins, and similar record wins in the Grand Prix 
special and freestyles. This spring he won the elite title of Australian Grand Prix 
Champion for the unheard-of third separate occasion, this time at the age of 19. 
There is nothing he hasn’t done: Grand Prix champion at Equitana for the past 
three consecutive years; and earlier this year winning the Grand Prix Special at 
Australia’s CDI and the Grand Prix Freestyle by more than 4 %. Internationally, 
he represented Australia at the 2009 World Cup Final in Las Vegas. Regardez Moi 
has sired many outstanding competition youngsters including Utopia Cardinal, now 
placing right behind his sire at Grand Prix, a one-two finish at the 2014 Nationals 
GP Special. Other offspring are winning at PSG and Intermediate I levels. Weanlings 
by Regardez Moi have also been outstanding successes in the auction arena, 
averaging as much as $17,000 in past auctions. We firmly believe that Regardez 
Moi offspring will make a great contribution to Australia performing brilliantly at 
the Olympic Games in the near future. Live cover only.

Rubinstein
Rozenkavalier

Romadour  II
Diva 

Antine
Angelo
Dodona

Clothilde
Consul

Swazi
Cornau

Debby  
Donnerhall
Peggy (Angelo) 

Black stallion 16.3hh 1996

Regardez Moi
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW

Service fee: $1650 including GST  |  Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636 
www.ryanshorses.com.au or email info@ryanshorses.com.au 

Pic: Peter Stoop
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LOT
B

Florencio I
Florestan I Fidelio

St.Pr.St. Hauptstutbuch 

Walesa Weltmeyer
Haupstutbuch Pirelli

Hawaii
Harvard Hohenstein

Carina

Habanera  Hill Hawke
Ueppchen

Black stallion 16.2hh 1/7/04

Fiji R is an exciting young imported stallion campaigned and trained by young rider 
Breanna Tilitzki right from breaker to the present - about to have his first Grand Prix 
start. Breanna has had great success with Fiji R, winning with scores over 75%. These 
scores have been posted at major competitions including Sydney competitions. Fiji 
R is competing with success at PSG and Intermediare I, qualifying for Australia’s 
elite international, Sydney CDI, State and national championships. Fiji R has the 
quietest of temperaments and often will be found at Young Rider competitions 
with just Breanna and her Mum as rider and guardian. This temperament Fiji R 
passes on to his foals. Fiji R has quite remarkable paces with a very distinctive 
walk. Trot is fully suspended with a definite ballerina poise between beats. Canter is 
beautifully balanced and uphill with super easy flying changes. Fiji R is sensationally 
bred with his sire Florencio being both the 5yo and again the 6yo World Champion 
young dressage horse. Florencio I is by Florestan I who has emerged as one of 
the recent very important dressage lines in Germany and who has a number of 
Olympic offspring to his credit already. On the dam line is a mix of Trakehner through 
Hohenstein and thoroughbred through the Hill Hawke line. The Hill Hawke line has 
become famous as a dam line by also being the dam line of the Welt Hit line. Many 
of the top Australian riders have a Fiji R youngster!

Service fee: $1100 including GST |  Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or email info@ryanshorses.com.au

Fiji R
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW
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Contenda
Contendro I

Contender
Bravo

Ballerina
Bolero
Lexa

Wimborne Paint it Black
Gribaldi

Krostolany
Gondola ll

Wimborne Four Seasons
Vivaldi
Christadorf

Dark brown stallion 22/11/2008 16.2hh

Constable is by the sensational eventing stallion Contenda who is being ridden by 
Shane Rose at two-star eventing level. There are some absolutely sensational photos 
of Shane and Contenda jumping on the Net. Contenda carries the fantastic jumping 
blood of Contender from Germany.  Contenda also carries the thoroughbred blood of 
Bolero, who has carved a name for himself in Europe as a sire of Olympic dressage 
horses. The Bolero blood can be found in Ryans’ new stallion Questing R. Indeed 
the Bolero bloodline in Germany is today considered a dynasty. On the dam side, 
Wimborne Constable has equally impressive bloodlines. Wimborne Constable is out of 
the mare Wimborne Paint it Black, by Gribaldi. Gribaldi is famous for siring many of the 
Dutch Grand Prix dressage horses including Totilas. Totilas is considered by many to 
be the best dressage horse the world has ever seen to date. Also back on Wimborne 
Constable’s dam line is Ludendorf, who to our knowledge is the only stallion ever 
to be long-listed for Australia or any other country in both eventing and dressage 
at the same time. Wimborne Constable does sport some of the most wonderful 
competition bloodlines. He himself has a great walk, trot that has spring and pizazz 
and a balanced canter. On top of all this Wimborne Constable’s greatest quality is his 
quiet and amenable temperament. We believe he has the potential to make a Grand 
Prix dressage horse, however, initially Wimborne Constable is going to follow in his 
father’s footsteps and will appear on the Australian eventing circuit. 

Service fee: chilled semen only, $770 including GST
Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or email info@ryanshorses.com.au

LOT
C

Wimborne Constable
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW

Pic: Main Event Photography
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Pic: Anna Pillich Photography

Bjorsells Briar 899
Magini 

Maraton
Gabinette

Charis
Krocket
Michaela

Florine 
Benrstein 

Napoleon
Bristol Cream 

Flaurinne
Nepal
Flaura

Palomino stallion 17.2hh 2004

Byalee Briar is an amazing opportunity to acquire a highly sought-after European 
pedigree without the frozen hassle. Bjorsells Briar 899 was for seven years 
a legend, the world’s number one dressage breeding stallion. On the dam line, 
Byalee Briar is out of a Bernstein mare. Bernstein is a Swedish warmblood stallion, 
sire of many approved stallions, again with a pedigree that has proved itself in 
the ranks of Grand Prix in Europe and the US. Bernstein was stallion of the year in 
Sweden and now has offspring with amazing piaffe and passage. Both Bjorsells 
Briar and Bernstein are elite-listed performance stallions and together these 
bloodlines have produced Byalee Briar, who is now averaging more than 65% 
at medium/advanced level. He has uphill canter with strong shoulder and knee 
action, and shows that ever-essential correct walk. There is huge talent for piaffe 
and passage. He is so quiet he can be campaigned by a teenaged pony clubber, 
and his babies are already out winning dressage medals at national competitions, 
showing great movement and a distinctive quiet temperament. Briar jumps 1.10m, 
plays polocrosse, rides out to babysit the young breakers and is a joy to have in the 
stables. Simply a magnificent sire. And as a bonus, Byalee Briar is a palomino, with 
the colour dating back eight generations of Swedish warmbloods. Live cover only.

Service fee: $2200 including GST | Contact Ann-Maree Lourey 
0407 453 494, www.byalee.net or am@byalee.net  

LOT
D

Byalee Briar
STANDING AT BYALEE STABLES, NULKABA, NSW
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Wie Weltmeyer 
(frozen import)

Weltmeyer
World Cup
Anka

Daisy
Dynamo
Danja

Law Suit 
Lawyer

Waajib
Resound Lady

Jacali 
Abs
Special Spirit 

Flaxen chestnut stallion 01/01/10 15.2hh

Wow is a stunning all-rounder, winning his first official dressage outing ever at 
elementary level on more than 70%, and medium level on over 67% as a 4yo, 
training two-time tempi changes and half-steps and clearing over a metre with 
great joy when he is allowed to jump, given his age.  Wow, campaigned by Grand 
Prix rider Dimity Lourey, is a chunky power machine, a pocket rocket with the 
most amazing work ethic, set to excel in the collected work at Grand Prix. His 
talent and versatility come as no surprise, given that his sire, Wie Weltmeyer, was 
a top showjumper and Grand Prix dressage horse before his international Olympic 
dressage career with UK rider Emma Hindle. Wie Weltmeyer, one of the top German 
dressage breeding stallions with the same index as Weltmeyer, has already sired 
Grand Prix champions. On the dam line, Wow is out of the impeccably bred TB 
mare Law Suit, who descends from the highly sought-aftr bloodlines of Son In Law, 
Blue Peter, Precipitation and Vain to name but a few. Wow is shaping up to follow in 
those footsteps. He simply oozes charm and presence. His elastic and extravagant 
paces show scope in his movement with an exceptional hind leg and free, flash 
front leg mechanics. This is a chance to secure the bloodlines of a versatile colt 
representing the beginning of a new family tree in the Australian dressage world.

Service fee: $1100 including GST | Contact Ann-Maree Lourey 
0407 453 494, www.byalee.net or am@byalee.net

LOT
E

Byalee Wow Wie rw
STANDING AT BYALEE STABLES, NULKABA, NSW
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Jazz
Cocktail

Purioso
Ulissa

Charmante
Ulster
Warmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling

Landadel
Griselda

Gieke Utopia
Aktion
Cristel Utopia

Bay FEI stallion 16.3hh 1996

Unfortunately Jive Magic was injured and so did not continue his campaign as a 
top Grand Prix competition horse. He did, however, earn a reputation of being the 
most powerful Grand Prix horse in Australia. Jive Magic won some of the biggest 
Grand Prix competitions on the circuit, including the prestigious Sydney CDI. As 
a sire , Jive Magic is experiencing huge success. His very first foal went Grand 
Prix and is called Jeff the Chef. Jeff the Chef is campaigning in the USA, while 
in Australia, Johnny Depp moved into the Grand Prix arena when just 7yo, with 
outstanding success at the age of 8. At State and national championships and in 
young rider classes, as well as in young horse classes, Jive’s offspring have been 
winning championships, while Rozzie Ryan is campaigning champion small tour 
horse Jarrah R. Just Dance (Katina Smith) has recently chalked up his first wins at 
PSG and Inter I, while Jazzki won the 5yo young horse class at Dressage with the 
Stars 2013. Youngstock by Jive Magic are inclined to have very fancy movement.

Service fee: $1320 Including GST |  Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or email info@ryanshorses.com.au
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Jive Magic
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW
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Quarterback
Quarterman

Quando Quando
Rauberbraunt

Passionata
Brandenburger
Poesie

Hunterveiw Benita
Brentano 11

Bolero
Glocke

Hunterveiw Pia
Wenzel
Stirling Desire

Chestnut stallion 26/9/2011 17hh

Questing R is a fascinating addition to the Ryans stallion band. He was bred 
by Michelle and Judith Buckley, Hunterveiw Stud, Scone. Questing R is by 
Quarterback, carrying the Quando-Quando bloodline. Quando Quando represented 
Australia in 2006 at the WEG in Aachen, Germany, and the 2008 Hong Kong 
Olympics. Quando has the most amazing temperament and this has passed down 
to Questing R. Quarterback, sire of Questing R, was Bundeschampion 3yo riding 
horse scoring 10 for rideablilty. On Quarterback’s dam line is Poesie, by Brentano 
II. Poesie is dam of Poetin who won the Bundeschampion as a 3yo, 5yo and 6yo. 
Poetin sold for 2.5million euros! Questing R’s dam is by Brentano II out of a Wenzel 
mare. Brentano II is famous for producing international Grand Prix dressage horses 
including Brentina, winner of the World Cup Final in 2003 Goteborg, Sweden. Down 
the bottom of Questing R’s pedigree is Stirling Desire, with Donnerhall, Pik Bube 
and Salute bloodlines. Questing R has extreme big loose paces with promise of 
extravagant expression. We feel that in years to come, Questing R will be the most 
beautiful-looking individual. It is our hope that Questing R not only becomes a 
brilliant competition horse but also gives us a perfect out-cross for our state-of-
the-art broodmare herd. A great journey begins. Chilled Semen Only.

Service fee: $660 including GST |  Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or email info@ryanshorses.com.au
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Questing R
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW
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P: 02 4933 4966 | E: whollyrelics@hunterlink.net.au

www.whollyrelics.com.au

Wholly Relics is based in a heritage-listed building that 
was once part of the old Maitland flour mill, which dates 
back to 1860-1870. Wholly Relics specialises in quality 
antiques, and carries a huge range of constantly changing 
stock.

The bottom floor of Wholly Relics is a treasure trove of top 
quality pieces, including Royal Doulton, Shelley, Winton, 
Belleek and Limoges. There is crystal, plus glassware 
including a huge range of Victorian and some Georgian, in 
red, green, purple, yellow and white. 

There is costume jewellery 
and knick-knacks, plus a great 
selection of quality furniture, 
lamps and accessories 
ranging from 1860s to 1920s, 
and a huge range of popular 
Masters’ prints. Those who 
wander upstairs are able to 
fossick for a bargain amid the 
lower-priced goods. 

If you are visiting the Hunter, 
make sure you take the time 
to call in. We are open from 
10am to 4pm Thursday to 
Sunday, or by appointment. 

Just 15 minutes from the 
freeway, Wholly Relics is right 
on the New England Highway 
at East Maitland and has 
plenty of off-road parking 
behind the building.

QUALITY ANTIQUES

Wholly Relics
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Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Gieke Utopia

Ruby Rose R
Regardez Moi (imp)

Rubinstein
Clothilde

Diamond Delight
Don Ramiro (imp)
Kenare Snowshoes

Bay gelding 24/11/2009 17hh

Jose R is a sweet and generous young horse with three correct paces and a 
wonderful ability to fold through the poll. Jose R has been out to small dressage 
competitions where he was an instant success, winning with scores of more 
than 70%. Jose R has the most rhythmical and relentless paces, which enjoy 
an unusual balance for one so young, and the judges just love him. He does a 
test like a metronome and has the temperament of a saint. Jose R’s sire, Jive 
Magic, has often been described as the most powerful Grand Prix dressage horse 
in Australia. Jose R is out of the Regardez Moi mare Ruby Rose R.  Regardez Moi 
has on three occasions been Australian Grand Prix Dressage Champion and in 
2009 represented Australia at the World Cup Finals in Las Vegas. On the bottom 
line, Diamond Delight R is by Don Ramiro, who carries the great Donnerhall 
bloodlines along with a double cross of Pik Bube. Don Ramiro himself was a prolific 
producer of FEI dressage horses. Jose R also carries Salute blood through Kenare 
Snowshoes. Salute is of course the sire of many highly successful eventers and FEI 
level dressage horses including Victory Salute (represented Australia at the World 
Cup Final in Holland at s’Hertogenbosch and also came 9th in the world at the 
World Equestrian Games in 2010). Jose R will make a great competition partner 
for someone looking to go to the top. 
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Jose R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS
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Regardez Moi (imp)
Rubenstein 

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Clothilde
Consul
Debby

Jonquil R
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Shannon R
Salute
Monika

Black mare 24/9/2009 16.1hh PPT to Toto Junior   

Rhiannon R is state of the art in every way. She is a beautiful type and very quiet. 
Sire Regardez Moi won every class in the big tour at the recent Australian National 
Dressage Championships and was crowned Australian Grand Prix Champion for the 
third time. The dam of Rhiannon R, Jonquil R, is by the Grand Prix dressage stallion 
Jive Magic. Jonquil R is a full sister to Jeff the Chef W, a Grand Prix dressage horse 
in the USA. Shannon R in turn is the dam of Jonquil R and Jeff the Chef W and is 
possibly the most successful dressage broodmare in Australia today. Shannon R is 
dam of: Daylight (campaigning in Germany at Grand Prix level); Don Romeo (was 
winning at Prix St Georges and about to start Grand Prix with Australian international 
rider Sue Hearn when sadly exported to England); Don Rivera (winning PSG with 
Rozzie Ryan); Donna Carina (winning at PSG with Megan Bryant) and as mentioned 
above Jeff The Chef W. Shannon R is by Salute, sire of Victory Salute (9th in Kentucky, 
USA at the World Equestrian Games 2010), Stirling Stilton (highest-placed Australian 
Grand Prix horse at the World Equestrian Games in Jerez, Spain) and the list goes 
on. Rhiannon R is sold in foal to Toto Junior who is being campaigned by Edward 
Gal in Holland. Toto Junior is by Totilas, perhaps the best dressage stallion ever in 
world history. He did sell for some 22 million Australian dollars! Toto Junior is out of a 
Desperados mare, Desperados having starred at the recent World Equestrian Games 
for Germany. Right down on the great-granddam line is Rotspon. So Rhiannon R 
must nearly represent the best current performance dressage Grand Prix bloodlines 
anywhere in the world.
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Rhiannon R
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AEA Tuschinski (imp)
Tuschinski

Krack C
Kalinja

Paronia B
Gribaldi
Joelle

AEA Rilinda
Rituel (imp)

Weltmeyer II
Erika

AEA Lucinda
Stirling Luther
Brunhilde

Bay gelding 20/01/10 16.2hh

AEA Texas is a lighter warmblood who would not look out of place in a Sydney 
Royal hack class. AEA Texas was broken in by Sappho Ransan-Elliott as in the 
photograph. AEA Texas has wonderful charisma and is a very light ride. He is 
reactive to light aids and naturally stays on the bit. AEA Texas has a good walk 
with good overtrack and a “to die for” trot with wonderful rhythm, suspension 
and expression. As seen in the photograph, AEA Texas easily lowers behind and 
engages. The canter is very balanced and already will shorten with the gentlest 
of encouragement. As a competition horse, AEA Texas has the potential to be a 
show-stopper! AEA Texas does have Gribaldi on his sire’s side. Gribaldi is the 
sire of Totilas, who broke all dressage records with Edward Gal in the saddle and 
consistently scored over 90%. Totilas was sold by his Dutch owners to German 
Paul Schockemoehle for a rumoured AUD $22 million. AEA Texas is one of the first 
youngsters bred in Australia to carry these bloodlines. On the dam’s side of AEA 
Texas is Rituel, who started life with Mary Hanna and who represented Australia 
at the World Young Horse Dressage Championships in Germany. Rituel and Mary 
placed 11th, which to this day remains the highest placing ever achieved by an 
Australian entrant. AEA Texas is a stand-out cracker. 
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Regardez Moi (imp)
Rubenstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Clothilde
Consul
Debby

Jam R
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Wham R
Weltmeyer
Marge R

Black mare 13/9/2008 16hh PPT to Toto Junior

Relish R is black with four white socks and a star. She naturally carries herself and has 
immediate charisma. Once moving, this mare does take centre stage with her power 
and lift and complete denial of gravity. Relish R is by Regardez Moi, who at the moment 
is storming across Australia in the dressage world, having just won for a third time the 
Australian Grand Prix Champion title. On the dam side of Relish R is Jive Magic, also 
a very successful Grand Prix stallion. Grand-dam Wham R is by Weltmeyer, who has 
created a dynasty that has swept across Germany for the past 15 years. Wham R is 
out of Marge R, who is the cornerstone of the Ryans’ breeding program. Marge R is 
statuesque and carries the May Sherif bloodlines through Richmeed Medallion. Medallion 
was a Grand Prix dressage horse and May Sherif sired two World Cup Freestyle winners, 
Matador (Finland) and Andiamo (Germany). May Sherif is still the only horse to sire two 
World Cup Freestyle winners. Relish R is sold in foal to Toto Junior. There are only two 
mares being sold in foal to Toto Junior and this is the first time this semen has been 
available in Australia. Toto Junior is by Totilas, who has been and possibly still is the 
best dressage horse the world has ever seen. It is rumoured that Germany paid AUD$22 
million for Totilas. The dam of Toto Junior is by Desperados. Desperados is one of the best 
Grand Prix horses in the world, winning team gold medal at the recent WEG Normandy. 
The Desperados line of course carries the Donnerhall blood. Right down on the bottom 
line is Rotspon, so Relish R actually carries a double cross of Rubinstein and Donnerhall, 
through her sire Regardez Moi. This has to represent the most amazing bloodlines in the 
world today.
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Relish R
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Black mare 10/11/2008 16.3hh

Don Frederico
Donnerhall

Donnerwetter
Ninette

Cleopatra
Consul
Gatsby

AB Weltodo
Weltmeyer

World Cup l
StPr Anika

Matinee
Matador 11
Ramona

AB Donasoma has the best bloodlines available in terms of an international dressage 
horse. Don Frederico is by Donnerhall, who is far and away the most significant 
influence on the top dressage horses in the world of all stallions ever. Don Frederico 
is out of a Consul mare, with Consul a spectacular sire of Grand Prix dressage horses 
including Ricky McMillan’s horse Crisp who represented Australia at the Olympics and 
World Championships. On the dam side is Weltmeyer, a very important contributor to 
top Grand Prix horses. On the bottom line is May Sherif who produced more than a 
dozen international Grand Prix horses including Matador and Andiamo both of whom won 
World cup Freestyle finals. May Sherif is still the only stallion in the world to produce two 
World Cup Freestyle winners. And right down the bottom is Ramona who is by Rubinstein! 
These are all the stallions you would put together in a perfect wishlist. Donasoma has 
just started her career under saddle and at her first show was preliminary champion 
scoring high 70%. Recently Donasoma has moved up to novice level and competed at 
Alexander Park with 72% and 70% for novice champion. Donasoma has also competed 
at Clarendon (Sydney),  scoring 71% and 69%. Donasoma is a 6yo, already schooling 
shoulder-in, half pass, canter pirouettes, single flying changes and piaffe in hand. In all 
of these movements she is showing extreme talent. This is a mare for somebody who 
has dreams of going to the Olympics. Nevertheless, Donasoma has a super disposition 
and could be ridden by anybody – a spectacular opportunity. Donasoma  - registered 
Hanoverian Society, EA and Hendra vaccinated - is being sold as her breeder has full 
siblings. 
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AB Donasoma
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Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Gieke Utopia

Vinca of Coolalee
Animoso Vll

Banquillero
Animosa lV

Miss Tracey
Catchpole 
Del Cherie

Bay mare 16/12/2004 17hh PPT to  
Regardez Moi LFG

This is a seriously upstanding mare with fascinating bloodlines. Jive Magic, sire of Jandy 
R, was really was looking the goods of a Grand Prix dressage horse, winning the Grand 
Prix at Sydney CDI 2010 before sustaining a breeding injury that cut short his competition 
career. Jandy R is out of Vinca of Coolalee, who in turn is by Animoso Vll. Animoso Vll was 
imported by Heath’s parents in the 1970s and this stallion proved to be the most amazing 
horse. At that time the Ryan boys were wild pony clubbers and Heath rode Animoso Vll to 
dressage wins in Sydney. Animoso sired amazing progeny from very limited opportunity 
and produced Southland of Coolalee, first reserve for the 1988 Seoul Australian Olympics 
3DE with Matt Ryan.  Benwerrin of Coolalee went on to win Worrigee 3DE 3*. All of 
these horses piaffed and passaged, although we didn’t really know what to do with it. 
Anyway, a great line. The thoroughbred Miss Tracey produced a four-star eventer that 
Simon Kale rode around Badminton. Jandy R has produced a number of very promising 
youngsters with one of the eldest being Raseel R (Revelry), campaigned by Heath. Raseel 
R has already won numerous preliminary championships, novice championships and now 
elementary championships. Without question he is a real winner and is now schooling 
all the advanced movements at just 6 years of age. We feel that Raseel R is winding up 
to be an Australian international at Grand Prix level, a serious consideration in terms of 
assessing Jandy R’s commercial worth. She certainly can look forward to very proactive 
promotion through the performances of Raseel R. Jandy R is sold in foal to Regardez Moi 
and so a full brother or sister is part of the deal. This is a spectacular broodmare.
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Regardez Moi (imp)
Rubenstein

Rosenkavalier
Antienne

Clothilde
Consul
Debby

Jato 
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Pia
Wenzel 
Desire

Bay gelding 25/11/11 mature 16.3hh

Rune is a beautifully bred competition horse who has already had a start at 
preliminary dressage. He is quiet to ride and handle and is happy to be transported 
on either a truck or float. He is a full brother to Rionnarc, a beautiful mare ridden 
by Shaun France.  Rionnarc is a very successful mare in the Hunter Valley, State 
and National championships. At the State Championships at novice level she was 
second in the 2:2 with 74.14%, and 8th in the 2:3 with 69.05%. At the National 
Championships she was 5th in the 2:2 with 71.09% and 8th in the 2:3 with 
67.18%. She is 5th on the Dressage NSW leaderboard at Novice and won a silver 
medallion for Dressage NSW for percentages over 70%. The breeding of these two 
horses is impressive – Jato, Rune’s mother was a very successful competition 
horse, and Jazz and Rubenstein have been the leading sires of top dressage 
horses in the world.  
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Ilkay
Variant

Afrikaner
Lilium

Dorette
Ramiro Z
Odette

Luminate
Lucano (imp)

Lunciano
Blankesa Ii

Moedling
Flaneur (imp)
Cognac

Dark brown gelding 1/8/98 16.2hh

This is a very interesting individual - a full-blown competition Grand Prix dressage 
horse and as such is very rare. He has been owned and trained by Sally McPherson 
and has spent considerable time in rider classes and hacking around Australian 
agricultural shows as part of his career. Absolute Indulgence has placed at Sydney 
Royal in ladies’ show hunter. Absolute Indulgence has been used as a riding class 
horse on many occasions and carried Sally’s 12yo son to 3rd place in his rider 
class at Sydney Royal this year. In dressage, Absolute Indulgence was 2013 Large 
Tour Champion and Horse of the Year for Central Coast Dressage Association. 
He has won champions at every level and has been incredibly consistent and 
reliable. Absolute Indulgence is by Ilkay who was not properly utilised by Australian 
breeders, however, now that he is deceased there a number of Ilkays who have 
risen to the top and have become Grand Prix horses. One of the things about Ilkay 
that Australians have not picked up on is that he is by Variant which is the dam 
line of Valegro who is currently the Olympic gold medalist from London 2012 and 
the reigning world champion from the WEG earlier this year. Absolute Indulgence 
has magnificent flying changes, extended trot, piaffe and passage. He is nowhere 
near his ultimate best so much more is to come. This can be a career-defining 
moment for the right buyer. Absolute Indulgence is for sale only due to the owner’s 
ill-health.
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Black mare 28/12/1997 17hh Regardez Moi foal at foot

Richmeed Medallion (imp)
May Sherif

Elizar
May Kignaes

Desert Gold
Dutch Gold
Lonely Breeze

Lilac
Ludendorf (imp)

Luciano
Elfit

Faleten
Falkland (imp)
Moneton

Marge R is known as the matriarch broodmare here at the Newcastle Equestrian 
Centre. She is truly amazing! Marge R is the mother of two outstanding broodmares 
as well as some wonderful competition horses. Jude R, by Jive Magic (imp) out of 
Marge R was bought as a weanling at AOS by Sue Hearn and at the Young Dressage 
Championships 2014, Jude R was Small Tour Champion. Sue, a seasoned Grand Prix 
rider, feels that Jude R is the best horse she has ever owned. Rinaldo R by Regardez 
Moi, also out of Marge R, is owned and ridden by Grand Prix rider Jessica Clark. 
Rinaldo at just five years of age is already returning preliminary and novice class 
scores exceeding 70%. Rinaldo has spectacular single flying changes and has just 
started some baby piaffe in hand. We hope this is an Olympian in the making. A full 
baby brother to Rinaldo is Ringo R (young rider Matilda Bergen). Both have a big 
future. Worth noting is that Marge R is by Grand Prix stallion Richmeed Medallion, 
sire of Mystery Whisper, who competed at London Olympics 2012. Marge R’s dam 
is Ludendorf mare Lilac, who in turn is a full sister to World Cup showjumper Stirling 
Liberty (Gavin Chester). Stirling Liberty sired Snowy River Blackwood who with Di 
Jenkyns was one of Australia’s leading Grand Prix combinations.  Ludendorf, sire of 
Lilac, was a Grand Prix dressage horse and advanced eventer. Marge R is also dam 
of Java R, initially kept as a broodmare and the dam of Rajah’s Rave by Regardez 
Moi. Rajah’s Rave is ridden by Abbie O’Brien and showing enormous promise winning 
already at PSG. Marge R is statuesque to look at and is the cornerstone of an evolving 
dynasty.   
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Marge R
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Hotline
Hofrat

Gribaldi
Habsburg II

De Nina 
De Niro
Waleska

Jaybee Desiree
Blue Hors Don Schufro

Donnerhall
Fiesta

Gloria (imp)
Glorieux
Grosse Liebe

Black colt 26/12/13 mature 16.2hh

Harley is a beautifully bred and conformed stallion quality colt with a full imported 
pedigree.  Harley is by Hotline who is a magnificent stallion in both competition and 
as a sire. Hotline at the age of 7 became the Danish champion at advanced level, 
and at 8 years of age he won the Prix St Georges in Herning. He is now competing 
Grand Prix dressage with huge success. Hotline’s success is passed through into 
his progeny with Hotline receiving an award for best stallion of his year in 2006. 
Indeed Harley’s half-brother Horizon was sold at auction for a record 550,000 
euros. Another half-brother of Harley is Halifax. who placed among the best five 
at the Bunderschampionat. Further back on his sire’s side is De Niro who was 
Hanoverian stallion of the year in 2008. De Niro is also the sire of 6 nominated 
horses for the London 2012 Olympic Games; Desperados (Kristina Sprehe); Dablino 
(Anabel Balkenhol); D’Agostino (Fabienne Lutkemeier); Delgado (Beatriz Ferrer-
Salat); Donnerfee (Claudia Fassaert); and Devon L (Diane Creech). His mother is 
Jaybee Desiree, a half-sister to Australian dressage representative Jaybee Alabaster.  
Desiree was the 2006 Best Hanoverian of the Tour, selected by Hanoverian classifier 
Hans Heinrich Bruning.  She is also the mother of AWHA licensed stallion Jaybee Alto, 
and also Queensland 4yo champion Jaybee Romantic. Harley is very hard to fault 
conformation wise and he is a jaw-dropping mover. Harley would suit an ambitious 
rider wanting an international quality competition dressage horse. He is stallion 
quality, but would make a super gelding.
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Chestnut gelding 1/11/2003 16.2hh

Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Gieke Utopia

Anky
Ilkay (imp)

Varient
Dorette

Annaglanz
Elfenglanz
Alpha ll

Eventers through the Auction of the Stars do tend to be in a minority, however, those 
that have been sold through AOS have gone on to be superstars. Bindaboo was sold 
as a 1* horse to Lindsay Honey in WA and is now in contention for the Rio de Janeiro 
Olympics. Aspire R was sold as a 3yo and has just won his first 3* event and will also 
be in contention for Rio. Bonza Troy took Sappho Ransan-Elliot from beginner pony club 
status to 3* eventing. And the list goes on and on. JE Blues is a strikingly beautiful WB 
by Jive Magic. He has been campaigned by Sam Fasher and is now competing at 2* 
level so he is well and truly on his way. JE Blues courtesy of his breeding does have 
outstanding paces and he has won straight dressage tests. From an eventing point of 
view this is a massive advantage. JE Blues has a really nice walk with good overtrack, 
a great trot which has swing and is standout in the eventing arena. JE Blues has a 
powerful canter with elevation and jump - certainly paces that could develop into a 
very real dressage horse should someone so desire in years to come. Just keep in 
mind that Bullwinkle, who was travelling reserve for the Australian dressage team at 
the London Olympics was a 4* eventer who changed direction. JE Blues as a jumper 
has a really good technique in front and behind and is capable of clear showjumping 
rounds. Cross country, JE Blues is good into water, over ditches and banks. His success 
includes winning elementary dressage in August 2014; 2nd in novice eventing SIEC 
2013; 13th 2* eventing Camden 2014. He jumps 1’25 courses with confidence. This is 
a top competition horse for a rider who has serious ambition.
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Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Geike Utopia

Wilky Mirrah
Richmeed Medallion (imp)

May Sherif
Desert Gold

Stirling Losanna
Ludendorf (imp)
Stirling Forever

Bay mare 17/12/2003 16.1hh PPT to Fiji R LFG

Jive Lady is by Jive Magic (imp) who won the Grand Prix at Sydney CDI 2010. 
Of course, Jive Magic is by Jazz, one of the super-influential stallions of the top 
dressage horses in the world today. Jive Lady is out of the Richmeed Medallion 
mare Wilky Mirrah. Richmeed Medallion (imp) is the sire of Grand Prix dressage 
horses and also the sire of Mystery Whisper, part of the USA team at the 2012 
London Olympics. Wilky Mirrah’s dam is Losanna. Losanna is a full sister to 
Stirling Endeavour, campaigned by Abigail Croyston with great success in both 
FEI eventing and FEI dressage. Losanna was by Ludendorf (imp), who to this day 
is the only stallion in the world to be elite-listed for international representation in 
both eventing and dressage at the same time. Jive Lady has consistently produced 
foals with breathtaking paces and sensible attitudes. Jive Lady’s first foal, Rattle 
’n’ Hum, is shaping up to a very serious Grand Prix horse. Rattle ’n’ Hum started 
life by being a top-priced foal through Auction of the Stars, progressing to being a 
superstar with his Queensland owner/rider Kaz Roe. Jive Lady has had a number 
of really nice foals with the next foal after Rattle ’n’ Hum being Rock Star R. This 
is the most spectacular young horse with looks to die for and movement that will 
take your breath away. This is an outstanding young broodmare with her progeny 
already starting to make their mark.  

Pic: Peter Stoop

Jive Lady R
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Bay gelding 5/12/10 mature 16.3hh

Sandro Hit
Sandro Song

Sandro
Antienne II

Loretta
Ramino
Lassie

Richmeed Dancer 
Duntroon

Donnerhall
Pik Bube

Richmeed Windancer
Winterkoenig
Donna Prima

BC Sundance is a beautiful horse, with exceptional bloodlines and movement. He 
has very correct and expressive paces. He trots like he is on springs and the 
canter is very uphill with the hindleg travelling well underneath him. Sundance is 
extremely well bred being by the German super sire Sandro Hit, out of Richmeed 
Dancer, a Duntroon mare. Richmeed Dancer is also the dam of Just Dance who has 
had phenomenal success throughout his career. Just Dance was Top 3 in the Young 
Horse Classes at Dressage with the Stars and the Sydney CDI. In 2013 he was the 
both the NSW State Medium and Advanced Champion. In 2014 he placed at the 
Australian Nationals in the Small Tour. Sundance shows very similar personality 
traits to Just Dance. He is very friendly and will develop into a very sensible young 
horse.  He was professionally broken in six months ago, and is currently training 
with national squad rider and Bangalow Creek Warmbloods’ owner Katina Smith. 
He is working very happily under saddle and is showing natural balance in his 
work and a good ability to collect. Sundance will be a very talented dressage horse 
ready to step on to the competition arena in 2015.
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Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Geike Utopia

Anky
Ilkay (imp)

Varient
Dorette

Annaglanz
Elfenglanz
Alpha ll

Chestnut mare 22/12/2004 16.2hh PPT to Fiji R LFG

Josie R is the mother of numerous outstanding foals including Royal Jive R, sold for 
$15,400 at the 2012 AOS, Gold Coast, Qld. Ryans have retained a full sister to Royal 
Jive R for the breeding program. Josie R is a magnificent type of mare with huge elastic 
and airborne paces, as can be seen in the photograph. Josie R is by Jive Magic, who 
won arguably the biggest and most important Grand Prix held in Australia each year – 
Sydney CDI 2010. Josie R is out of Anky, who in turn is by the FEI stallion Ilkay. Ilkay was 
a very fancy Dutch stallion imported into Australia by Val D’Agent. Ilkay has, with limited 
opportunity, sired some very impressive competition horses. Lot 8 in the auction is 
Grand Prix horse Absolute Indulgence, also sired by Ilkay. Interesting enough, Ilkay is by 
Varient. Varient is the dam line of Olympic gold medallist and world champion dressage 
horse Valegro. Australia has been very slow to pick up on this. Anky’s grand-dam Alpha 
II was an FEI dressage horse with then-teenager but now Olympian, Kristy Oatley. Josie 
R also has a full brother in the auction, Lot 11 JE Blues. J.E. Blues is competing at 2* 
level eventing with professional rider Sam Fasher. Josie R is a beautifully bred young 
broodmare with outstanding progeny on the ground. Fiji R is proving to be a very popular 
stallion with his progeny being particularly good-looking, very quiet and showing off 
some very fancy paces. Fiji R has just started his Grand Prix career, which makes him 
indeed very unique. It is our estimate that less than 3% of horses have the ability to 
perform a Grand Prix test.  Josie R is a wonderful broodmare opportunity.

Pic: Peter Stoop
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Josie R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS
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Black gelding 1/1/1997 17hh

Granulit
Grannus

Graphit
Odessa

Raggio di Luna
Romanow
Mazurka

Patrizia
Rubinstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

A magnificent black Grand Prix dressage gelding with four white socks and 
a blaze, Gotcha started life in Germany, then went to Canada before coming to 
Australia. He is super-dooper quiet and can be ridden by anyone. Gotcha has won 
Grand Prix dressage classes and was at one stage listed on the Canadian Olympic 
long list. Gotcha is genuine in all ways and does represent just the most wonderful 
opportunity for an up-and-coming Grand Prix rider or an adult who wants a quiet 
reliable partner that can perform advanced movements for fun. 

Gotcha
ON ACCOUNT OF PAMELA MAINE
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Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Geike Utopia

Hoc’s Potter
Contango ll (imp)

Contango
Abraxis

Bally Rogan
Fralo
Lady Merle

Brown mare 13/10/2007 16.1hh
PPT to Regardez Moi LFG

This is an interesting, originally bred by Paula Hocking. Paula sent her mare, Hoc’s 
Potter, to Jive Magic and the resulting progeny was Hoc’s Paula. Hoc’s Paula is a 
very well put-together mare and right from the start had wonderful movement. She 
was always of great interest to us as she carried the Contango II bloodline. The 
Contango bloodlines were made famous by Steffen Peter’s brilliant dressage horse 
Revel. The Ryans broodmare herd did not have any Contango bloodlines and so we 
bought this mare and she has produced some spectacular foals to Regardez Moi 
with sensational movement. Indeed her first foal was called Rhodes Scholar and 
brought $17,000 at auction as a weanling. Hoc’s Paula is back in foal to Regardez 
Moi and is due around January 10. 

LOT
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Pic: Peter Stoop

Hoc’s Paula
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS
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Bay gelding 25/10/02 16.3hh

Weerona Park Talisman

Weerona Park Merinda 

Better known as Boo, this 12yo warmblood gelding has impeccable manners 
and is easy to handle, float, shoe and clip. He is a big horse with a big heart. 
He has been competing at Advanced and Prix St Georges level with Grand Prix 
rider Emmannuelle Josz, scoring more than 65%, and has been in full training 
with her for the past three years. Boo is sound and healthy. Plus, as he rarely 
competed before coming together with his current rider, he is still able to compete 
competitively at lower levels. You can check out the footage at http://youtu.be/
P5uUE6y9p04

LOT
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Lungda Taboo
ON ACCOUNT OF EMMANUELLE JOSZ
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Regardez Moi (imp)
Rubinstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Clothilde
Consul
Debby

Jean R
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Lucilla
Ludendorf
Faleton

Black Mare 13/12/07 PPT Fiji R LFG

Raymonda R is a stunning broodmare with beautiful paces and outstanding 
bloodlines. Raymonda R is by Regardez Moi, the most successful Grand Prix 
dressage stallion ever in Australian history with more than 40 Grand Prix dressage 
wins to his credit including two times Australian Grand Prix Champion and still 
competing at an elite level with just winning at the 2014 Sydney CDI at the age of 
18. Raymonda R is out of Jean R, a mare by Jive Magic. Jive Magic has had a very 
successful career in Grand Prix dressage ridden by Rozzie Ryan with numerous 
Grand Prix wins including the biggest show in Australia being the Sydney CDI 
competition and was commonly described as the most powerful dressage horse 
in Australia. Down on the bottom line of Raymonda R’s pedigree is Faleten who is 
not only a great grandmother to Raymonda R but also the grandmother to Mystery 
Whisper who competed at the London 2012 Olympics.
Raymonda R is a full sister to Rogue Trader R, a beautiful and quiet gelding who 
was winning at a preliminary level with scores over 70% at the age of just 4yo 
and he was a top-priced auction lot fetching $49,500 in the June 2011 Auction 
of the Stars. Raymonda R has made a serious contribution to the Ryans’ breeding 
program and her fillies are retained in the herd. This has commercial ramifications 
as Ryans will continue to promote this bloodline. Raymonda R is a magnificent 
opportunity for the cutting edge breeding enthusiast. Raymonda R is due to foal 
on January 4th, 2015.

Pic: Peter Stoop
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Raymonda R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS 
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Pic: Peter Stoop

Bay mare 14/3/2008 16.3hh

Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Geike Utopia

Ella
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Northern Charisma
Northern Congress
Northern Amblett

Jocelyn Brown R is a blinder and just where she will end up in the next couple 
of years is anybody’s guess. However, right now you would have to think this is 
a serious Olympic candidate. Jocelyn Brown R does have the most magnificent 
trot work, as seen in her photo. What’s more, she shows extreme talent in her 
presentation of piaffe, which will be illustrated at the auction. Quite frankly, this 
is probably already better than 70% of Olympic horses. Jocelyn Brown R does 
have just the most amazing talent for piaffe and passage. She has been out to a 
number of baby dressage competitions with wins and scores regularly over 70%. 
The breeding of Jocelyn Brown R is fascinating. Sire Jive Magic is a Grand Prix 
competition horse with wins including Grand Prix at the biggest show in Australia, 
Sydney CDI 2010. Dam Ella R is by Dutch stallion Jazz. Jazz represented Holland at 
2002 Jerez WEG. Today he is considered one of the best dressage sires ever and is 
sire of Parzival, individual silver medallist at London 2012 Olympics and individual 
and team bronze medallist at the WEG in France 2014. Ella R is out of Northern 
Charisma who was Australian Grand Prix Champion with Rachael Sanna and in 
1999 also represented Australia at the World Cup Final, in Dortmund, Germany. 
Jocelyn Brown R has a destiny. 

Jocelyn Brown R
ON ACCOUNT OF MICHELLE CUNNINGHAM
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Byalee Briar (imp) 
Bjorsells Briar 899

Magini
Charis 

Florine
Bernstein
Flaurinne

Byalee Miracle 
Richmeed Medallion (imp)

May Sherif
Catherston Desert Gold

Stirling Savannah
Salute (imp)
Stirling Anna 

Burnt buckskin gelding 10/09/13 mature 17.1hh

Byalee Blitz will surely live up to his name and blitz the competition in his career 
under saddle. He is by Byalee Briar (imp), by the world’s top Grand Prix dressage 
stallion for seven years, Bjorsells Briar 899. He is out of Byalee Miracle, a full 
sister to Grand Prix champion Byalee Magic, trained and campaigned by Ann-
Maree Lourey and Heath Ryan and sold for some $300,000. Miracle is by the 
champion Grand Prix stallion Richmeed Medallion, also campaigned by Ann-Maree 
Lourey. Miracle is out of Byalee matriarch Stirling Savannah, who is in turn by 
the superb stallion Salute (imp), sire of Victory Salute (Brett Parbery), 9th at WEG 
Kentucky, GV Stirling Stilton, (WEG Jerez with Heath Ryan), Rhythmic (elite listed 
with Lisa Martin) and DP Christopher (NSW State Champion) as well as a wealth 
of successful competitors in showjumping and eventing, such as Staccato, the 
world’s top-ranked eventing stallion. Blitz is a big beautiful boy who simply takes 
your breath away standing still – and then he moves. This is a truly international 
horse with an amazing future ahead of him. 

Byalee Blitz
ON ACCOUNT OF BYALEE STABLES
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Pic: Peter Stoop

Dark brown mare 1/1/2006 16hh
PPT Wimborne Constable LFG

Regardez Moi (imp)
Rubenstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Clothilde
Consul
Debby

Scooter
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Inia

Askari’s Rose
Arabian Park El Askari
Crafty Rose

Rosette R is a very quiet and placid young riding horse. Rosette R started as a 
broodmare and had two very nice foals before being ridden at age six. Rosette R is 
bred in the purple being by Regardez Moi who has won more than 40 Grand Prix 
dressage competitions, probably an Australian record for any Grand Prix horse. 
Rosette R is out of Scooter R, by Salute. Salute is perhaps the most sought-after 
Olympic bloodline in Australia. He is the sire of Victory Salute (Australian Grand 
Prix Champion and 9th in the world at WEG in USA); Stirling Stilton (represented 
Australia at the WEG in Spain in 2002); DP Christopher (NSW Grand Prix Champion); 
Stirling Sprite (advanced eventer and World Cup showjumper with Olympian Vicki 
Roycroft); Staccato (previously ranked number one eventing stallion in the world); 
Stirling Soux (4-star eventer); F1 Pharenelli (4-star eventer); Sydney Lights (3-star 
eventer) and Salute was also the sire of the dam of Mystery Whisper (competed 
London Olympics 2012). Rosette R is in foal to Wimborne Constable who has just 
started eventing and who we think may be a superstar. Constable is by Contenda 
(Shane Rose), already two-star. Constable is out of a Gribaldi mare, Gribaldi being 
sire of Totilas, regarded as the best dressage horse in world history. So this 
package is of great interest to pending Olympic eventers.

Rosette R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS 
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Ferrero Rocher (imp)
Florestan I 

Fedelio
Raute

Star Waimea
Weltmeyer
Philae

Mystery Hill 
Stirling Sprite

Salute (imp)
Fairy Floss

Zephyr Miss
Seawolf
Miss Miro

Bay gelding 2009 mature 16.2hh

Glenhill Talladega is an exquisite bay gelding by the dressage stallion Ferrero 
Rocher out of Stirling Sprite, by Salute. He boasts the best of the best on both sides 
with Florestan and Weltmeyer on the sire side and Stirling Sprite, who represented 
Australia in the Olympic Games in show jumping, by the legendary Salute, on the 
dam side. True to the nature of Ferrero Rocher’s offspring, Glenhill Talladega has 
a laid back and trainable temperament that the F lines are known for. He has 
competed very successfully already, scoring a whopping 78% his first time out, 
getting all 8s in all his collective marks! He has never scored less than 70% and 
is a big time candidate for the Young Horse classes. But this versatile youngster 
doesn’t stop there! He is also competing 1.0 metre showjumping and has the 
scope to follow in his dam sire’s footsteps if you so desire! He has three fabulous 
paces, and a natural elastic swing that makes the rider want to go forever! Check 
out the footage at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=krGqQfw18_I and https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=eE_1P_VPXw4.

Pic: Talina Wilson

Glenhill Talladega
ON ACCOUNT OF TRAINOR EQUESTRIAN 
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Pic: Peter Stoop

Brown mare 20/11/1992 16.2hh 
PPT to Jive Magic LFG

Copernicus (imp)
Habicht

Burmus
Hallo

Corvina
Ali
Sesia

Feuerlillie
Zwion (imp)

Matador
Zorba

Feurica
Ibikus
Feuerspiel

Billy R is a full sister to superstar Grand Prix winner Centaur who, when ridden 
by Anne Serrao, won both the Grand Prix and the Grand Prix Freestyle at 2004 
CDI-W in Sydney. Billy R’s sire is Copernicus (imp) who in hindsight was before his 
time and not properly utilised by the Australian breeding fraternity. Billy R’s dam is 
Feuerlillie by Zwion (imp). Billy R has been an amazing broodmare for the Ryans. 
She is the dam of horses such as Jigsaw R. Jigsaw R has the most amazing splash 
of white, four white stockings and a blaze. Jigsaw R is being campaigned by Linda 
Krogh and already this partnership is winning at medium level. Splashing white all 
over her foals seems to be an unusual trait of Billy R. Billy has a Jive Magic son 
who has been called Apache and this young four-year-old is now owned by none 
other than Ann Serrao. This would be the best fairytale story if Ann and Apache 
were to make their way back to the top, and Ann is very enthusiastic about Apache. 
Billy R has two fillies at the Ryans, and they can be viewed on the website in the 
youngstock section. Mixing Billy R up with Jive Magic genetics does seem to be 
a fabulous click and we do expect some superstar performers to emerge from 
this line anytime soon. In Australia it is almost impossible to buy a broodmare 
for breeding purposes that is a full sister to a Grand Prix dressage horse. For the 
astute buyer, this is a fabulous opportunity. 

Billy R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS   
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Flemmingh
Lacapo

Landgraf
Larsa

Texas
Carneval
Lesuda

AEA Duesca
AEA Dutchman (imp)

Le Mexico
Larso

AEA Luesca
Stirling Luther
Tresca

Bay gelding 7/10/2002 16.2hh

Fortunato, ‘Flash’, is by the legendary Dutch sire Flemmingh, one of the most 
influential sires of dressage horses in Holland. Flash has had an enormous year this 
year. For the past two years, Flash has been owned and ridden by Jenny Watters, 
a very enthusiastic and dedicated rider. Jenny became established at elementary 
level and won numerous elementary championships with more than 67%. Jenny 
then braved her very first medium test and indeed Flash’s very first medium test. 
They came 2nd. What a triumph! Jenny then had a baby and sold Flash to Carole 
Crumlin. Due to unforeseen circumstances he is up for sale, and so came to Ryan’s 
to be campaigned. Sappho rode Flash, they clicked instantly and basically went 
straight out and did an advanced dressage competition. The results? First in the 
first test and fourth in the second test. The following weekend, Sappho went off 
eventing and Heath took Flash out for two advanced tests after just four days’ 
riding getting to know Flash. He was brilliant and did not make one mistake and 
came 2nd in each test to win overall advanced champion. Flash is now qualified 
for Prix St Georges and unbelievably he is ready to go right now. Flash has been 
ridden by older riders and young teenagers and has always behaved impeccably. 
This is a brilliant horse just looking for the right owner.

Pic: Peter Stoop

AEA Fortunato
ON ACCOUNT OF CAROLE CRUMLIN 
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Bay mare 9/10 16.3hh Regardez Moi foal at foot

Jazz
Cocktail

Purioso
Ulissa

Charmante
Ulster
Warmante

Northern Charisma II
Northern Congress

Contact
Northern Favorana

Northern Amblett
Arnhem
Marmara

Ella R is by the Dutch stallion Jazz. Jazz himself represented Holland as an 
international Grand Prix horse at the 2002 WEG in Spain. Today he is considered 
one of the best dressage sires ever and is the sire of Parzival who was the individual 
silver medallist at the London 2012 Olympics. Ella R is out of Northern Charisma 
who was the Australian Grand Prix Champion under Rachael Sanna and in 1999 
also represented Australia at the World Cup Final, in Dortmund, Germany. Ella R is 
the dam of Jocelyn Brown R. Jocelyn Brown R is training medium-level dressage 
at the Ryans and has shown an extreme talent for piaffe and passage. Ella R is 
also the dam of Rubio R not only a promising dressage horse, but also a talented 
eventer and Fitzgerald R. Fitzgerald R is now owned and being campaigned by 
New Zealand Olympian Louisa Hill. Ella R is a collection of some of the most 
influential bloodlines in Grand Prix today. Mix this with Regardez Moi and you have 
added in Rubenstein, Donnerhall, Pik Bube, Angelo and Consul bloodlines. It does 
not get much better than this.  

Ella R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS 
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Regardez Moi (imp)
Rubenstein

Rosenkavalier
Antienne

Clothilde
Consul
Debby

Buckwell Park Picture
Ennovyar Patriarch

Sindh
Ennovyar Fortune

Inoravari
Godavari
Emma Kate 

Bay gelding 6/10/12 mature 16.3hh 

The sire of this 2yo warmblood/arabian warmblood gelding is Regardez Moi, who 
is now three times Australian Grand Prix champion! He is siring winning youngsters 
up to Grand Prix as well as some very fancy event horses. Dam Buckwell Park 
Picture is a Royal and national-winning anglo-arab mare who goes back to proven 
performance bloodlines such as Sindh (GB) and Red God (Ire). She is proving to 
be a very valuable brood mare. Illusion is a tall, elegant youngster who has a very 
‘up in front’ way of going.  He has three very expressive paces and is very elastic 
and athletic - a quality gelding with an extremely trainable disposition. He has the 
potential to make a serious dressage horse.

Buckwell Park Illusion
ON ACCOUNT OF BUCKWELL PARK 
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Black gelding 18/11/2010 16.3hh

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio I

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Lucilla
Ludendorf (imp)

Luciano
Elfit

Faleten
Falkland
Moneton

BZ Flanagan is a quiet individual with the most amazing temperament. BZ 
Flanagan is by Fiji R. Fiji R is a young imported stallion who has just started his 
Grand Prix career with young rider Bree Tillitzki. A number of Australia’s best riders 
have already purchased Fiji R youngsters including Australian Olympian Rachael 
Sanna. Fiji R’s sire, Florencio I, was both the 5yo and again 6yo World Young Horse 
Dressage Champion. Florencio I is by Florestan I who has emerged as one of the 
recent influential Olympic German dressage sires. 

BZ Flanagan is out of Lucilla R, who has had several amazing foals. Lucilla R’s sire 
is the imported stallion Ludendorf. 

Lucilla R is a full sister to the stallion Stirling Liberty, a World Cup show-jumper 
with Australian Olympian Gavin Chester. Stirling Liberty was also the sire of Snowy 
River Blackwood, who with Di Jenkyn in the saddle was one of Australia’s top 
Grand Prix dressage horses in recent years. BZ Flanagan is bred to go to the top 
with amazing bloodlines from both his father and his mother. BZ Flanagan has 
been ridden by young riders as young as 12 years of age and more mature riders 
and he has one of those unique horses that immediately adjusts to the rider’s 
requirements. He can go like an old schoolmaster or prance and dance for a more 
experienced rider. 

LOT
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BZ Flanagan
ON ACCOUNT OF BZ WARMBLOODS
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Larapinta Freespirit 
Freestyle

Florestan
Paloma

Zeolette
Zeoliet
Belcam Gerri

AG Poetry in Motion 
Sir Samuel

L’Enjoleur
Amber Fields 

Darmarette 
Dalrello
De Bonton  

Brown gelding 2008 16.3hh

Teddy lives up to his name, an affectionate gelding with an innate ability to be 
a top competition horse. Teddy was broken in at three and turned out, coming 
back into work at Byalee where he has begun his competition career with a bang, 
winning reserve champion preliminary horse at his first outing on percentages 
of more than 68%. Teddy is by the talented Larapinta Freespirit, champion with 
Lizzie Wilson-Fellowes, placing at DWTS as a young horse, winning medium and 
advanced on more than 68%, sold to New Zealand, now a gelded schoolmaster. 
Teddy is out of Sammi, a 25yo medium-level mare who has passed on her amazing 
temperament. Grandsire Freestyle was a premium stallion, champion stallion at 
his performance testing and ranked in the top 1% of German dressage sires. 
He is renowned for producing dual-purpose offspring with temperaments for 
amateurs. Freestyle is out of Paloma, one of a line of four state premium mares. 
The granddam of Paloma, Geisha, is a full sister to the dam of Romadour II, sire 
of Olympic champion Rembrandt – top pedigree! Teddy is a joy to ride, training in 
leg-yielding, half-pass, simple changes, shoulder-in and counter canter, loves to 
jump and is happily ridden around the property. Teddy is a majestic young horse 
with a huge future.

Byalee Focus
ON ACCOUNT OF BYALEE STABLES
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Chestnut colt 19/12/13 mature 16.3hh

BB Flemminghton
Flemmingh

Lecapo
Texas

Amsterdam
Dutchman
Bronze Coin 

BB Jodelen
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Isabelle
Tarsho
Sail the World

This super colt is bred for performance.  His movement is uphill with a cadenced 
trot, a lovely round canter and a good swinging walk.  He should mature to more 
than 16.2hh and is suitable for all disciplines.  He has a super temperament, is 
quick to learn and very joyful in his training. He responds to light pressure and 
voice commands.  He is microchipped, vaccinated and is part of a regular worming 
and trimming program. His sire, BB Flemminghton, in his very short career 
included champion ridden and led WA Dressage Show 2003, runner-up WA Young 
Dressage Horse Championships 2003 (over 70% 1st outing!), top 10 4yo class 
DWTS 2003 (qualifiers 74% and 72%), Dressage NSW Bronze Medal 2006 at 
novice (from only six outings!), retired to stud training medium/advanced.  His sire, 
Flemmingh, sired such greats as Krack C and Gestion Lingh to name but a few. His 
dam, BB Jodelen, is the stud’s head mare, producing outstanding types with her 
first foal now competing very successfully in both eventing and showing.  Her two 
subsequent foals were purchased by the same performance stables. This colt has 
it all and could take the right rider all the way.

BB Flemmboyant
ON ACCOUNT OF BONNIE BRAE STUD
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Sanction
Biscav

Star Kingdom
Magic Symbol

Sasha
Sir Dane
Sharmax

Miss Amazer
Zamazaan

Exbury
Toyama

Relaxation
Golden Abbey
Playdate

Chestnut mare 17/10/1995 15.3hh 
PPT to Wimborne Constable LFG

This is a really nice TB mare who is by Sanction. Sanction is of particular interest 
because he was also the sire of Flame who won Adelaide 4* 3Day Event in 
2006. This is the only 4* in the Southern Hemisphere. Interesting also is that the 
dam of Sanction, Sasha, is by Sir Dane. Sir Dane was the sire of Stirling Shade 
who was two times the Australian 3DE champion in the days when roads and 
tracks and steeplechase were still a part of the sport. From an eventing point of 
view, this Sanction blood is of enormous interest. On the dam side of Maize is 
Zamazaan, who was a winner as a racehorse and has produced a number of very 
fancy jumpers. The TB blood in the top grades of eventing is still very necessary. 
Maize is in foal to Wimborne Constable, who is by Contenda, which is a fantastic 
jumping bloodline. Contenda is already a 2* eventer with Shane Rose in the saddle. 
Wimborne Constable is out of a Gribaldi mare. Gribaldi is the sire of Totilas, who is 
considered the best dressage horse ever and was sold to Germany for a rumoured 
AUD$22 million. So the mix of Maize R and Wimborne Constable is of huge interest 
to any eventing enthusiast. Wimborne Constable has started his competition 
career as an eventer with Heath Ryan in the saddle and we will see. 

Pic: Peter Stoop

Maize R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS
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Bay gelding 2/10/2009 17hh

Royal Hit
Royal Dance

Rhodiamont
Petrochka

El. St. Loretta
Ramino
Lassie

Oberon Whinzal
Highhaven Park Welts Emperor

Weltmeyer
Salutes Ecstasy

Oberon Tivoli
Emperor Oberon
Kate’s Delight 

Rubin Carter R has three big scopey paces and is really starting to come into 
his own. He has huge overtrack in the walk, a big swinging trot and a big canter 
that is surprisingly easy to collect and balance. Rubin Carter R is naturally very 
round and soft over the back. He has been out to several local dressage days 
with success and is now ready to start a serious dressage career. Rubin Carter 
R was bred by Grand Prix rider Carolyn Begg. Originally Rubin Carter was for 
Carolyn to be her next Grand Prix horse, however, he did grow too tall. Rubin Carter 
is out of Carolyn’s beautiful looking mare Oberon Whinzal. This mare has also 
produced Ecclesbourne, who with Teresa Grills is now competing at Grand Prix 
level. Oberon Whinzal has very interesting bloodlines in Weltmeyer and Salute and 
also of interest is the dam line of Oberon Whinzal, which goes back to Emperor 
Oberon. Emperor Oberon was the sire of Carolyn Begg’s Grand Prix mare Atalanta. 
Rubin Carter is by Royal Hit (deceased). The Royal Hit youngsters are known for 
being beautiful big movers. Royal Hit carries the Rubenstein bloodlines, which 
have proven to be one of the best in the world.

Rubin Carter R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS 
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Fiji R (imp)
Florencio I

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Jonquil
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Shannon R
Salute (imp)
Monika

Chestnut mare 5/10/2010 15.3hh
PPT to Questing R LFG

Forget Me Not R is a real girls’ filly! Four white socks, a soft even blaze and 
big soft eyes. A very petite head set beautifully on a very elegant neck coming 
high up and out of the shoulder. Her movement is very light with an artistic 
bend characterising the trot and canter accompanied with a soft rhythmic swing. 
Fiji R, sire of Forget Me Not R, is a super young stallion with some of the best 
young bloodlines in Germany. Florencio was the World 5yo and World 6yo Young 
Horse Dressage Champion. The dam of Forget Me Not R, Jonquil R, is even more 
spectacular - she is a full sister to Jeff the Chef W who is competing Grand Prix 
in the USA. Interestingly, Jeff the Chef W was the very first foal ever to be born 
to Jive Magic. Jive Magic is often described as Australia’s most powerful Grand 
Prix horse. Shannon R, the grand-dam of Forget Me Not R, is by Salute, who in 
turn is the sire of Victory Salute (9th at the World Equestrian Games with Brett 
Parbery in the saddle). Shannon R is also the dam of four FEI dressage horses as 
well as Jeff the Chef W - Don Romeo (Grand Prix in the UK); Daylight (Grand Prix 
in Germany); Don Riveria (PSG in Australia) and BP Jive Talkin’ (PSG in Australia).  
Forget Me Not R is just the second foal from Jonquil R. The first filly has been 
retained by Ryans as a future broodmare. Forget Me Not R is sold in foal to our 
young stallion Questing R. Questing R has the most magnificent temperament 
and massive, loose paces. Questing R is by Quarterback out a Brentano mare 
carrying Wenzel, Donnerhall, Pik Pube and Salute bloodlines. We expect this to 
represent the new cutting edge of dressage.

Pic: Peter Stoop

Forget Me Not R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS 
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Bay gelding 21/01/13 mature 16hh+

Ferrero Rocher
Florestan I

Fiderio
Raute

Waimea 
Weltmeyer
Philae

Jaybee Celeste
Carbine

Carbid
Wenzel Princess

Jaybee Vegas
Vivant 
Jaybee Allez

Ornum Fortunato, known as ‘Lucky’, is a lovely bay gelding with great dressage 
and showjumping breeding. His sire Ferrero Rocher has won at the Sydney CDI, 
National Championships and the PSG Cup at DWTS. Ferrero Rocher obtained 
his stallion licensing (Hanoverian Society) with exceptional scores for his paces 
(Trot 9, Canter 8, Walk 10). Ferrero Rocher’s breeding includes the cross of 
Florestan, Weltmeyer and Pik Bube; the cross that produced Florencio. Lucky’s 
dam Jaybee Celeste is by Carbine, a very successful show horse and producer 
of eventers. Celeste’s dam, Jaybee Vegas, was by the Australian Elite Squad 
Member Vivant (imp/exp). Lucky’s breeding also includes; Athletico, by Athlet Z, 
by Alme Z a World Champion showjumping stallion and Trenda Skye, by World 
Cup Representative and Australian showjumping champion Skyhigh (imp). Lucky 
has a beautiful calm temperament and well-balanced, ground-covering paces. 
He has been handled from a young age, rugged, regularly drenched and hooves 
trimmed. Lucky is registered with the AWHA, microchipped and vaccinated 
against Hendra virus. Lucky’s calm temperament and extravagant paces will 
ensure that he is a serious contender in the competition arena.  Go to  http://
www.ornumpark.com/stock-for-sale.php for more detail and video footage.

Ornum Fortunato
ON ACCOUNT OF ORNUM PARK
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Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Gieke Utopia

Diamond Delight R
Don Ramiro (imp)

Don Primero
Princess Chen

Kenare Snowshoes
Salute (imp)
Kenare Holly

Grey mare 15/9/2004 16.2hh 
PPT to Regardez Moi LFG 

Jumping Janie R’s dam, Diamond Delight, carries the Donnerhall and Pik Bube 
bloodlines through Don Ramiro. Snowshoes, the dam of Diamond Delight, carries 
the Salute blood, which is probably the most influential bloodline in Australia 
today when it comes to Grand Prix international dressage horses like Victory 
Salute (9th at the World Equestrian Games with Brett Parbery in the saddle in 
the USA in 2010); Stirling Stilton (highest-placed Australian Grand Prix horse at 
the World Equestrian Games in  Spain in 2002); and DP Christopher (NSW Grand 
Prix Champion). Jumping Janie R is a full sister to Jingle Jangle, who was in work 
with Fiona McNaught and schooling advanced work. Jumping Janie R’s brother, 
Jesse James, was bought by Australian international dressage rider Matthew 
Dowsley. Jumping Janie R has produced a number of top-priced foals including 
Raggamuffin R who sold as a foal for $22,750. Jumping Janie R is also the dam 
of Resplendent R, who was sold in foal to World Champion Grand Prix dressage 
stallion Moorlands Totilas for $40,500. Jumping Janie R is sold with a live foal 
guarantee to Regardez Moi. Regardez Moi has just become the Australian Grand 
Prix Champion for the 3rd time, which is a wonderful achievement considering he 
is some 19 years of age. Regardez Moi carries Rubinstein, Donnerhall, Pik Bube, 
Angelo and Consul bloodlines. These are the leading bloodlines in the world. 

Pic: Peter Stoop

Jumping Janie R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS  
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Chestnut gelding 8/9/2008 17hh

Wolfingham Dalziel
Blue Hors Don Schufro

Donnerhall
Fiesta

Marina
Richmeed Medallion (imp)
Stirling Storrn

Belcam Germine
Belcam Glasgow

Grannus ll
Fourwinds Fame

Northern Euripedes ll
Falkland Victory
Northern Catherine

Diego shows enormous presence and movement, typical of Dalziel’s progeny. A 
beautiful upstanding young horse, his powerful mechanics are just awesome to 
watch! He possesses a sensitive but very balanced mind showing only the highest 
calibre of trainability! His sire, Dalziel, is by Don Schufro (Andreas Helgastrad), 11th 
at the Beijing Olympics and a Danish team bronze medallist. Dalziel has numerous 
wins at up to 72.5% and almost always scores 8 for paces! Diego’s dam is by 
Belcam Glascow (Grannus) out of a Falkland Victory mare and represents solid 
performance bloodlines. 

Diego was taken out by Bree Tillzki at Sommersby and he won his very 1st start 
ever with a score of 72%. Diego is naturally very quiet yet has a good work ethic. 
Diego is already doing shoulder-in, leg yield, counter canter, the beginnings of 
canter pirouette work and some baby piaffe in hand. It is our opinion that Diego 
will make a very fine Grand Prix horse. 

Wolfingham Diego
ON ACCOUNT OF ANNE BARBER
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Let’s Kiss n Tell
Sunny Boy

Smash Hit
Fantastica Metal

Larapinta Evening Star
Larapinta
Flemminka

Milfield Catarina
Larapinta Freespirit

Zeoliet
Florestan Mare

TL Camparina
Campari M
Gracefield Serena 

Bay gelding 1/01/10 mature 17hh

This quality 5yo dressage gelding is scoring more than 74% at preliminary 
level among good company. Samoa has been started and trained to date by FEI 
rider Glenda de Wit. All the hard work has been done and the basics correctly 
established. This young horse has manners, a very trainable temperament and 
quality paces that will develop with strength and training. Samoa is easy to 
prepare and compete and is sensible when out and about. Bred for dressage, he 
combines the bloodlines of Sandro Hit, Valuta, Metal, Flemmingh and Kiss n Tell, 
who is producing rideable and talented progeny - and with a dam line of Campari 
M (IFS – dam of WEG representative Diamantina), Samoa has the right amount 
of trainability and sensitivity to excel in dressage. Samoa’s dam, TL Camparina, 
competed to medium level with good scores prior to becoming a broodmare and is 
out of Gracefield Serena, dam of Gracefield Stefan, who is competing PSG/Inter I. 
Samoa is a good-looking horse who will mature to about 17hh. His temperament 
and trainability make him suitable for an amateur or for the first young horse rider 
and he has received very positive comments from senior judges.

Milfield Samoa
ON ACCOUNT OF GLENDA DE WIT  
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Burnt buckskin gelding 29/12/08 16.2hh

Warrego Juggler 
Lynjool Sylvester

Ludendorf (imp)
Sylvia 

Warrego Jenny
Lander (imp)
Warrego Jody

Bohemo Zuhnja 
Lynjool Monopoly

Monopol (imp)
Winga Gem 

Bohemo Traced in Lace
Shuttlecock Corner
Our Sylvia  

Pablo is an extremely laidback character who takes the world in his stride. He is 
certainly not a ‘lunge before you ride’ horse, and to date has not been sensitive 
or spooky or reactive. As an example, he grew up being ridden in a huge, open 
roundyard surrounded by a busy moto-cross course! Pablo has already been out 
competing, placing 3rd and 4th on more than 65% at his first outing in Sydney, 
and is ISSA registered. Pablo boasts a collection of three of Australia’s most-
established, imported warmblood pedgirees – Ludendorf (Grand Prix and sired 
Grand Prix horses), Lander and Monopol (sired Grand Prix horses).  This is a solidly 
bred, solidly built boy who will not disappoint. Pablo would be perfect for the rider 
who wants to be competitive and look good but who is perhaps time limited and 
cannot commit to riding every day. Pablo will love you for it!

Byalee Just Me
ON ACCOUNT OF BYALEE STABLES 
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Baluga (imp)
Balai du Rouet

Balaidet du Rouet
Georgia 

Clearchen
Carismo
Doriala

Hoc’s Seclusion
Shylock

Salute (imp)
Stirling La Bella 

LA Confidential 
Brilliant Invader 
Miss LA  

Chestnut filly 3/09/13 mature 16hh

We knew we had an incredible dam (an AOS foal!), with lines back to the legendary 
Brilliant Invader/Souvenir. Hoc’s Seclusion is from a long line of international 
and Olympic eventing offspring and grandsire Salute needs no introduction in 
dressage or jumping circles. The dam is free and light under saddle. She jumps 
with a graceful ease and has a remarkable canter for which her bloodline is 
famed. The dam’s temperament is delightful. When it came time to breed a true 
performance horse from our stunning mare, we wanted something unique and 
with the help of the AOS team we chose Chris Chugg’s (producer of Vivant and ASB 
Conquistador) young licenced Hanoverian stallion Baluga (imp) - a very new and 
exciting prospect for Australian breeders. Baluga is a modern and elegant type, 
and his jump is described by Chris as athletic, effortless and light off the ground. 
Baluga scored 9.04 in his stallion licencing test in Germany for his free jumping, 
and is already competing with success in young horse classes under both Chris 
and his wife Helen. Plus, he has an incredible nature! Sire and dam have created 
a spectacular filly and born performer in Aurora, who has calm and maturity, a 
mischievous charm, a bold and inquisitive nature, and a strong yet elegant style. 
This exquisite foal represents lines very new in Australia.

AP Equelus Aurora
ON ACCOUNT OF ARASA PARK   
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Bay mare 19/11/2011 16hh 
PPT to Wimborne Constable LFG

Promise R
Prestige (imp)

Silvano N
Landadel

AEA Fiona
Flemmingh
AEA Dutch Crown

Si Joli R
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Inia

Kenare Holly
Ludendorf (imp)
Willow

This is a collection of some very interesting bloodlines. Promise R is now competing 
Prix St Georges, Intermediate 1 level dressage. He does have the most amazing 
piaffe and passage. Promise R is by Prestige who until recently was competing on 
the Grand Prix circuit with Sheridyn Ashwood, and they were at times unbeatable. 
On the bottom side of Promise R is Flemmingh, who is one of the all-time Dutch 
greats in terms of dressage sires being the sire of Ling with Edward Gal, and Krack 
C with Anky van Grunsven. On the dam side, Si Joli is the dam of some really 
quality youngsters coming up through the ranks at the moment. Si Joli is by Salute 
who is the sire of some wonderful Grand Prix horses such as Victory Salute, Stirling 
Stilton and DP Christopher, also the number one eventing stallion in the world at 
one stage, Staccato. Salute is also dam sire of Mystery Whisper (London Olympics 
2012). Kenare Holly, who is the grand-dam, is by Ludendorf, who simultaneously 
was Australian shortlisted for dressage and eventing, perhaps a feat that has never 
been done before or since. Pretty has a live foal guarantee to Wimborne Constable 
who is just now embarking on his eventing career with Heath Ryan in the saddle. 
Wimborne Constable is by Contenda, a fabulous jumping stallion, out of a Gribaldi 
mare. Gribaldi is the sire of Totilas who sold for some AUD$22million to Germany. 

Pretty R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS
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Metallic (imp)
Metall

Ferro
Edelweiss

Marina
Gabor
Barina

Tilly
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Madge
Richmeed Medallion (imp)
Stirling Mcohol

Bay gelding 20/2/2011 15.2hh

SR Morpheus, or Pie as he is known at home, is rising four and is a quiet, easy-
going horse with three lovely paces. Pie was broken-in earlier this year and has 
been brought along slowly. He has a great attitude to his work and is always 
eager to please. Although he was only broken-in at the start of this year, he is 
already travelling in a soft, round frame and has three big expressive paces with 
a swinging trot that makes you feel like you are sitting in an armchair, and a 
magnificent ground-covering canter. Pie is by the imported Grand Prix stallion AEA 
Metallic who has only just moved up to the Big Tour level but has already beaten 
some established combinations. Pie is in turn out of a mare by another imported 
Grand Prix stallion, Jive Magic, who has already produced some lovely foals, all 
with great temperaments. Pie is a smaller horse but certainly doesn’t have small 
movement or personality and would be ideal for a smaller adult or young rider who 
doesn’t want to compromise on talent. Pie will be competing at his first dressage 
day before the auction and is only for sale to allow his eventing owner to focus on 
her event horses.

Pic: Peter Stoop

SR Morpheus
ON ACCOUNT OF SAPPHO RANSAN-ELLIOT  
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Brown mare 15/10/2011 15.3hh 
PPT to Wimborne Constable LFG

Starnberg (imp)
Sir Donnerhall

Sandro Hit
Contenance

Rapunzel
Rouletto
Carina

Rosette
Regardez Moi (imp)

Rubenstein
Clothilde

Scooter R
Salute (imp)
Askari’s Rose

Silhouette R is a very powerful moving young mare. She also carries some 
bloodlines that hint at great jumping. Her sire,  Starnberg, was outstanding 
and trained at the Newcastle Equestrian Centre for two years. He responded 
magnificently and at the end of that time he could piaffe and passage and do 
one-time changes. He was outstanding. Starnberg was by Sir Donnerhall, by 
Sandro Hit – both are major contributors to the best horses in the dressage world. 
Interestingly, Rapunzel, who is the dam of Starnberg, represents some fascinating 
jumping lines. Silhouette R is out of Rosette R, who did show real talent for 
jumping. Rosette is by Regardez Moi who is a legend in Australian dressage being 
the Australian dressage champion for the 3rd time this year. Rosette is out of a 
Salute mare, Scooter R. Scooter R did freeschool over fences and was sensational. 
Silhouette R is in foal to Wimborne Constable. Wimborne Constable does sport 
the best of both worlds being by Contenda who is a very impressive 2* eventer 
with Shane Rose in the saddle. Constable is out of a Gribaldi mare. Gribaldi is also 
the sire of Totilas who is perhaps the best dressage horse ever seen and was 
sold to Germany for AUD$22million. This is a young mare who is going to have 
a beautifully bred foal. Silhouette could of course be broken in and so pursue a 
ridden career after this foal.

Silhouette R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS
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BJ Kaneto Casanova 
Contango II

Contango
Abraxis 

Aalabaster
Aachen
Flora Belle

Keepsake
Kassiber (imp)

Ibiku
Kassiopeia

Branga Martina 
Homeric
Branga Goolagong  

Grey mare 1/08/2007 16.1hh

Circumstance is a potential producer of champions. She herself has three correct 
and expressive paces and her conformation is that of a performance horse with 
a nice uphill tendency and balance.  Her temperament is calm, but inquisitive by 
nature – she likes to know what you are doing and follows you around the paddock. 
Unfortunately, Circumstance was badly injured as a 3yo. She was broken-in, spelled 
and just back in work when she suffered an accident in the stable where both hind 
legs were ‘gloved’. Prior to the accident, we were hopeful of taking Dressage with 
the Stars by storm, but it was not to be. It took two years for her to recover, and she 
has been ridden since then and has shown no sign of unsoundness. Sir Anton who 
is currently competing at Small Tour level is a half-brother, and her sire BJ Kaneto 
Casanova has had many successful progeny competing in dressage and show 
jumping. Circumstance can be traced back to Kassiber, her grandsire, who has 
sired many successful dressage and eventing horses. Circumstance is offered for 
sale with a PPT to Prestige VDL, with the additional option of being a riding horse. 
She has much to offer the discerning buyer. Check out the footage at https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=05tEjQppDqU&feature=em-share_video_user

Circumstance
ON ACCOUNT OF PLUMBOLAH (WALCHA) PTY LTD
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Liver chestnut gelding 24/11/2007 16hh

First Kiss
French Kiss

Florestan l
Donnerfee

Comtess Corlana
Werthers Wels
Cor De Brava

Fairbanks Revlow
Rotspon

Rubinstein
Antalia

Fairbanks Girlfriend
Gelrinno
Dreamist

This is a fantastic young dressage horse with some very interesting bloodlines. 
Eskimo kiss is by First Kiss who is carrying the Florestan genes, which are evident 
in a number of Olympic and World Championship horses. First Kiss also has the 
Werther bloodlines, which are world-renowned for big scopey movement. On the 
dam side through Faribanks Revlow is Rotspon/Rubinstein bloodlines - again, one 
of the major influential bloodlines in the top Grand Prix horses the world over. 
Eskimo Kiss is a beautiful type and has magnificent paces. He also has a very 
soft back so is magnificent to ride. The walk is solid with good overtrack. The trot 
has real bend through the hocks and the knees and Eskimo Kiss has impressive 
medium trots. The canter is round, soft, balanced and ground-covering and Eskimo 
Kiss looks great. Eskimo Kiss has had limited outings with scores over 75%. For 
the right owner this is a special, special horse.    

Eskimo Kiss
ON ACCOUNT OF JIM CLEARY 
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Budweiser 
Burggraaf

Landgraf
Loanda

Hirkeness
Voltaire
Cirkeness

Girl Friday 
Grand Design

Monopol
Banbine

Synduss 
Dusky Hunter 
Syntexx 

Chestnut filly 9/12/06 16.1hh

Dusky Diva was broken in by Manuella and Andrew McLean at the AEA Behaviour 
Centre, and came back for two more stays, being ridden out alone and in company, 
across water and through the forest, and jumping. Tony Uytendaal worked with 
Diva for six months’ dressage before she spent more than 12 months with Russell 
Johnstone of the Victorian Showjumping Stables at Whittlesea, showjumping and 
doing freshman’s competitions. Russell stated that: ‘Diva is impeccably behaved 
at competitions and has great trainability and ride including flying changes.’ 
Returning home, Tammy Broersen competed Diva in preliminary dressage, almost 
always placing. Diva then returned to Russell Johnstone for further jumping, 
frequently placing in her competitions. For the past 12 months Diva has been on 
loan to a 14yo girl at pony club. Now the owner/breeder has retired, she would like 
to see Diva’s potential realised. With her pedigree on both dam and sire sides and 
her trainability and impeccable behaviour, she has significant potential. 

Pic: Peter Stoop

Dusky Diva
ON ACCOUNT OF ESLPETH NOXON
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Brown mare 2009 16.3hh

Larapinta Freespirit 
Freestyle

Florestan
Paloma

Zeolette
Zeoliet
Belcam Gerri

AG Poetry in Motion 
Sir Samuel

L’Enjoleur
Amber Fields 

Darmarette 
Dalrello
De Bonton  

Chloe has it all; good looks and movement, a sensible head and an ability to train. 
Chloe is by the talented stallion Larapinta Freespirit, champion with Lizzie Wilson-
Fellowes, placing at DWTS every year as a young horse, winning medium and 
advanced on more than 68%, sold to New Zealand, now a gelded schoolmaster in 
Australia. Chloe is out of Sammi, a 25yo medium-level schoolmistress who has the 
most amazing temperament possible and has obviously passed it on. Grandsire 
Freestyle was a premium stallion and champion stallion at his performance 
testing and ranks in the top 1% of German dressage sires. He is renowned for 
producing dual-purpose offspring with temperaments that can be ridden by 
amateurs. Freestyle is out of Paloma, one of a line of four state premium mares. 
The granddam of Paloma, Geisha, is a full sister to the dam of Romadour II, sire 
of Olympic champion Rembrandt – top pedigree! Chloe is a joy to ride, training in 
leg-yielding, shoulder-in and counter canter, and is ridden off the arena around the 
property just as often as he goes up the centre line. She is very straightforward 
with a great temperament and should not need an experienced rider. Chloe is a 
majestic young horse with a huge future. Chloe’s full brother Byalee Focus is also 
for sale in this auction.

Byalee Fashion
ON ACCOUNT OF BYALEE STABLES 
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Milky Way
Mascarpone

Megastar
Panache

Isis
Senussi
Inka

Buckwell Park Alabama  
Jaybee Alabaster

Alabaster
Gloria

Buckwell Park  
Power of Destiny

Highborn Powerlifter
Buckwell Park Destiny 

Palomino colt 26/10/12 mature 16.2hh

Inca is a 2yo warmblood colt by Milky Way (via imported frozen semen), a Dutch-
approved and elite-awarded German approved studbook stallion. Milky Way is 
producing some very talented dressage prospects in Europe.  Dam Alabama is by 
Jaybee Alabaster, who is competing in Europe with Hayley Beresford and has some 
record results for an Australian horse including 22nd in the world to gain a start 
in the GPS on Day Two of WEG 2010 and scored more than 70%.  He is the sire of 
such horses as FEI youngster Albert (Rachael Downs); Roger Fitzharding’s Amerigo; 
Wendy Halma and Greg Pratt’s Jaybee Aloisi (exported to Germany). Alabama’s 
bloodlines go back to Valuta (Gert Donvig), and the immortal Souvenir. This is her 
second foal, her first foal being Royal and Australian champion, Buckwell Park Heir 
Apparent. Inca is an eye-catching youngster who is well-balanced and athletic.  
He has the ability to lengthen and shorten his paces at will. His trot goes from 
explosive extended, to sitting back on his hindquarters, to almost piaffe. He has a 
naturally quiet and sweet temperament and loves attention.  He displays talent for 
dressage but could also excel in the eventing field.

Buckwell Park Inca
ON ACCOUNT OF BUCKWELL PARK 
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Brown gelding 20/10/2010 15.3hh

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio I

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Just Morning R
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Misty Morning R
Richmeed Medallion (imp)
Diamond Delight

Fiji R is fast developing a reputation for throwing very good-looking foals, almost 
feminine, who are very quiet and who really, really move. Frosty Morning R has 
all of this AND has also inherited from his Jive Magic mother, power and scope to 
burn. He is a fascinating study of a beautiful blend of two very different lines. Both 
of these lines, the Florestan I line and the Jazz line, are legends in their own right 
the world over. Interestingly, there are very few examples in the world of these 
two lines coming together and producing a genetic mix. Frosty Morning R is a 
sensation. He is very petite with a finely chiselled face and a beautiful big star in 
the middle of his forehead. He moves with the grace of a ballerina, however, he also 
has great technique from behind and comes off the ground in defiance of gravity. 
Fiji R, the sire of Frosty Morning R, is by Florencio, who was the World Young Horse 
dressage champion as a 5yo and again as a 6yo. On the dam’s side Frosty Morning 
R is out of a Jive Magic mare, Just Morning R, who in turn is out of a Richmeed 
Medallion mare. Both Jive Magic and Richmeed Medallion were sensational Grand 
Prix competition stallions. Diamond Delight, the great-granddam right down the 
bottom, is by Don Ramiro who was the most sensational young dressage stallion 
under Heath Ryan before being sold back to Germany. Diamond Delight is in turn 
out of a Salute mare! Frosty Morning R is so modern and so beautiful. 

Frosty Morning R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS
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Regardez Moi (imp)
Rubenstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Clothilde
Consul
Debby

Samphire R
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Inia

Lilac R
Ludendorf (imp)
Faleten

Dark brown mare 23/8/2003 16.2hh
PPT to Fiji R LFG

Rocklilly R is a magnificent mare who is very confident and who possesses 
enormous power in everything she does. Rocklily R is by Regardez Moi. Rocklilly 
R is out of the Salute mare Samphire R, Salute being famous for being the sire of 
Victory Salute who with Brett Parbery was 9th in the world in dressage at the WEG 
in the USA 2010. Salute was also the sire of Stirling Stilton who was the top-placed 
Australian Grand Prix dressage horse at the 2002 WEG in Spain. There are many 
others. The dam, Samphire R, is also the dam of Jarrah R who is competing Prix St 
Georges/Inter 1 with Rozzie Ryan. In actual fact Jarrah R is about to have his first 
Grand Prix start. Rocklilly R had a beautiful filly by Fiji R, Frangipani R and she was 
sold at AOS for $15,500 in Victoria. Rocklilly is back in foal to Fiji R. Both Rocklily 
and Fiji R are beautifully put together with very round top lines and beautiful heads. 
Both Rocklilly and Fiji R move well above average. The foal should be a cracker! 
Foal in photograph not included in sale.

Pic: Peter Stoop

Rocklilly R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS
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Grey colt 17/01/14 mature 16.2hh

Byalee Wow Wie rw
Wie Weltmeyer

Weltmeyer
Daisy

Law Suit
Lawyer
Jacau

Byalee Bloom
Byalee Briar (imp)

Bjorsells Briar 899
Flaurine

Byalee Magnolia
Richmeed Medallion (imp)
Splendid Jazzarena

Wizard is a stunning combination of genetics from Grand Prix bloodlines with 
larger-than-life personality. Sire Byalee Wow Wie rw at just 4 won his first official 
dressage outing at elementary level on over 70% and his first mediums on over 
67%. Now 5, he is training two-time tempi changes and half-steps and clearing 
over a metre with great joy.  Wow, campaigned by Grand Prix rider Dimity Lourey, 
is a chunky power machine with the most amazing work ethic. His talent and 
versatility come as no surprise - his sire, Wie Weltmeyer, was a top showjumper 
and Grand Prix dressage horse before his international dressage career with UK 
rider Emma Hindle. Wie Weltmeyer, a top German dressage breeding stallions with 
the same index as Weltmeyer, has sired Grand Prix champions like Wie Atlantico 
(WEG Kentucky). On the dam line, Law Suit has crosses of Precipitation. Bloom is 
one of our top broodmares, being from Grand Prix stallion Richmeed Medallion 
(imp) mare Magnolia, who is in turn out of a Jazz mare – Jazz being yet another 
international Grand Prix horse. Bloom’s sire Byalee Briar (now averaging 65% at 
advanced dressage) is by international medal-winning Grand Prix stallion Bjorsells 
Briar 899. This is a chance to buy a versatile colt from a new era in the Australian 
dressage world. 

Byalee Wizard
ON ACCOUNT OF BYALEE STABLES
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Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Gieke Utopia

Riverina R
Regardez Moi (imp)

Rubinstein
Clothilde

Lucilla
Ludendorf (imp)
Faleten

Bay mare 9/12/2009 16.3hh PPT to Fiji R LFG

Twinkle Toes is one of those horses that slipped through the cracks and was 
forgotten. She was originally bred by Peta Wilson and certainly does carry purple 
bloodlines that should have taken her to some lofty destination. Anyhow Peta ran 
out of puff and I told her to send the mare back to me (Heath) and I would sort it 
out. Well the years kept going and we work some 70 horses each day and equally 
we have some 70 foals born each year. Twinkle Toes just kept being put back in 
priorities. We did break in Riverina the mother of Twinkle Toes and sold her for 
Peta and she was a fabulous mare and is a great success with her new owner. 
Of course Twinkle Toes should be even better under saddle and she is still young. 
Twinkle Toes is by Jive Magic who was one of the few serious Grand Prix dressage 
stallions in Australia. Twinkle Toes is out of the Regardez Moi mare Riverina R. 
Regardez Moi is forever young and at 19 has just won the Intermediate II,  Grand 
Prix, Grand Prix Freestyle and Grand Prix Special at the recent Australian National 
Championships. Again Australian Grand Prix Champion. Lucilla is a full sister to 
Stirling Liberty, World Cup showjumper with Gavin Chester and who sired GP 
champion Snowy River Blackwood (Di Jenkyns). Twinke Toes is in foal to Fiji R who 
is throwing sensational- looking stock that are very quiet and who really move. Fiji 
R is now competing at Grand Prix with young rider Bree Tillitzki. This is a package 
that has been forgotten but certainly is not too old and could be resurrected and 
be high profile.   

Pic: Peter Stoop

Joelle Twinkle Toes
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS
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Brown mare 2009 15.3hh

Larapinta Freespirit 
Freestyle

Florestan
Paloma

Zeolette
Zeoliet
Belcam Gerri 

Sheriba
Kassiber (imp)

Ibiku
Kassiopeia Souvenir

Sherade
Quartz Hill 
Filigree 

Lexie is by the talented stallion Larapinta Freespirit, champion with Lizzie Wilson-
Fellowes, placing at DWTS as a young horse, winning medium and advanced on 
more than 68%, sold to New Zealand, now a gelded schoolmaster in Australia. 
Chloe is out of Sammi, a 25yo medium-level schoolmaster who has obviously 
passed on her amazing temperament. Grandsire Freestyle was a premium stallion 
and champion stallion at his performance testing and ranks in the top 1% of 
German dressage sires. He is renowned for producing dual-purpose offspring 
with temperaments that can be ridden by amateurs. Freestyle is out of Paloma, 
one of a line of four state premium mares. The granddam of Paloma, Geisha, is a 
full sister to the dam of Romadour II, sire of Olympic champion Rembrandt – top 
pedigree! Lexie is out of Sheriba, by Kassiber, one of the first Trakehner stallions 
imported to Australia, and carries the famous Souvenir blood. Lexie is a cute little 
powerhouse, folding naturally onto the bit, training in leg-yielding, shoulder-in and 
counter canter, and is ridden off the arena around the property just as often as 
on the arena. Lexie is that hard to find height in a warmblood, but combines a 
manageable height with easy looks and paces. We suspect that she is a bit of a 
find!

Byalee Fancy
ON ACCOUNT OF BYALEE STABLES 
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Regardez Moi (imp)
Rubinstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Clothilde
Consul
Debby

Sandy
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Inia

TEC Mandy
Moselfischer
Whirlwind

Chestnut mare 1/10/06 16hh
PPT to Fiji R LFG 

Rondelle R is a beautiful, compact, smaller mare with a beautiful neck and head. 
Rondelle R has a very interesting pedigree, being by Regardez Moi who has won 
more Grand Prix dressage competitions than any other Australian-based dressage 
stallion. Regardez Moi is Australian Grand Prix Champion again despite being 19. 
Rondelle R is out of the mare Sandy, by Salute. The Salute blood is probably the 
most influential performance Olympic bloodline in Australia today. Salute is sire of 
Victory Salute, 9th in the world at WEG 2010; Stirling Stilton, who was the highest-
placed Australian combination at the WEG 2002; Staccato, who was ranked the 
number one eventing stallion in the world; F1 Pharenelli, short-listed for the 2012 
Olympics; DP Christopher, NSW Grand Prix dressage champion; and also Socialite 
R, mother of Mystery Whisper (London 2012 Olympics). Rondelle R is a full sister 
to Le Grande Ringleader, a gelding sold at June 2013 AOS for $35,000. Le Grande 
Ringleader was a brilliant 7yo scoring a massive 72.4% in his first official dressage 
competition. Ringleader was amazing in his trainability and his natural ability with 
the advanced movements like tempi changes, half pass and canter pirouettes. 
We had limited time schooling Ringleader but it was our opinion that he was a 
superstar in piaffe and passage. The Fiji foal, due January 5, should be spectacular.  

Pic: Peter Stoop

Rondelle R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS
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Black filly 1/10/13 mature 16.1hh

Fiji R (imp) 
Florencio I

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Ribena R 
Regardez Moi (imp)

Rubinstein
Chlotilde

Shakira
Salute (imp)
Lucilla R

Faith is a beautifully bred, elegant black filly. She is by the imported FEI stallion 
Fiji R, campaigned by young rider Breanna Tillitski. Fiji R is by Florencio who 
was the 5yo and 6yo world champion young dressage horse. Florencio’s sire, 
Florestan, has a number of Olympic offspring to his credit. Faith’s dam, Ribena 
R, is a sensational mare who explodes into action. She is powerful with great 
athletic balance, a beautiful neck and exquisite head. Ribena is by the fabulous 
Grand Prix stallion Regardez Moi, two-time Australian Grand Prix champion and 
representative at the World Cup final in Las Vegas, USA, in 2009. Regardez Moi this 
year won the Grand Prix Special and the Grand Prix Freestyle with a score of 73.7% 
at Sydney CDI at the age of 18. Ribena’s dam, Shakira R, is by Salute, also the 
sire of Victory Salute, who came 9th at the WEG 2010. Ribena’s full brother Rock 
Legend (also ours), was 2013 Reserve Champion in the Grade 4 Para Equestrian 
classes at the State Championships with Tracey Crittenden at 6yo. He won novice 
champion at club level with his amateur rider/owner this year and according to 
Heath Ryan, has the potential to perform at Grand Prix. Faith has been purpose-
bred for temperament and trainability. She has a deliberate walk, super suspended 
trot and an up-in-front canter. She leads without fuss, floats and has had regular 
trimming and worming. Faith is EA registered and would be a great asset to the 
serious breeder or ambitious rider. 

Pic: Peter Blane

Green Rocks Faith
ON ACCOUNT OF KAY HOYLAND
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Wolfingham Dalziel
Blue Horse Don Schufro

Donnerhall
Fiesta

Marina
Richmeed Medallion (imp)
Stirling Storm

Time and Money
Ludendorf (imp)

Luciano
Elfit

Confair
Charlton
Grey Shoes

Brown gelding 18/1/2008 15.2hh

Windjana Donfro is a very fun, friendly and compact little horse. He is schooling 
shoulder-fore in walk, trot and canter and improves on a daily basis. He remains 
steady and confident even when put under pressure or ridden by a nervous or less 
experienced rider. Windjana Donfro boasts some incredible bloodlines including 
Ludendorf, Richmeed Medallion, Salute and Donnerhall. His grand sire, Blue Hors 
Don Shufro, is a living legend and for the 10th time, the number one in the breeding 
value estimation of Germany and number six on the WBFSH list for dressage 
stallions. Blue Hors Don Shufro was also the Olympic bronze team winner in Hong 
Kong 2008. Windjana Donfro does, however, have mild locking stifle. He has never 
had a lame day from being broken-in to now. He has a great temperament being 
handled from foal onwards, and he really does enjoy the company of people. With 
these bloodlines combined with a trainable and genuinely kind small horse, he 
could be a great young rider’s mount to move onto or for someone who does want 
something that will hopefully be very straightforward to train, with potential to 
go all the way to Grand Prix. He would also make a very classy adult riding club 
horse or pony club horse. Occasionally this type of horse does find a home in the 
recreational end of the sport and then unexpectedly forms a great bond with their 
rider and out of nowhere becomes a superstar. This does happen and this is just 
the sort of horse that will have sleeping talents that will respond to this sort of 
situation. 

Pic: Peter Stoop

Windjana Donfro
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Bay mare 1/11/2003 16.3hh PPT Jive Magic LFG 

Regardez Moi (imp)
Rubenstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Clothilde
Consul
Debby

Georgina R
Grand Kavalier

Grundstein
SPS Resista

Willow
Ruffian II
High Trail

Russia R is a fascinating young broodmare and full sister to competition stallion 
Regardless, owned and ridden by international rider Felicity Cribb. This young 
stallion is winning young horse dressage classes as well as showing international 
class talent in the jumping arena. This jumping talent has taken us by surprise. 
The bloodlines that Russia R represents are performance through and through. 
Regardez Moi has won more than 40 Grand Prix dressage competitions, making 
him the most winning Grand Prix dressage horse in Australia. Regardez Moi is 
again the Australian Grand Prix Champion despite being 19. Regardez Moi has 
unexpectedly thrown a number of really good jumpers as well as spectacular 
young Grand Prix dressage horses such as Utopian Cardinal. Russia R is out of 
Georgia who is by Grand Kavalier. Interesting to note is that Grand Kavalier is out 
of the mare SPS Resista. SPS Resista is a full sister to Rubinstein who in turn is 
the sire of Regardez Moi. Georgia R is out of Willow who is half-Andalusian. Willow 
was dam of Stone Cutter, three-star three-day event horse (John Cooper). Russia R 
is expecting a foal to Jive Magic about the 22nd of December - maybe a Christmas 
day foal. Russia R comes with a live foal guarantee and has the potential to be the 
cornerstone broodmare for any stud. 

Pic: Peter Stoop

Russia R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS
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Horse Insurance Q & A
 What will I be covered for?

Death and theft of your horse.

 What extras can I insure?
Vet fees, saddlery & tack, legal liability,
personal accident, stallion infertility.

 How do I arrange Fall of Hammer cover?
Complete the application form at the auction 
for immediate cover or call Logans to arrange 
beforehand.

 Who are Logans?
Logans have specialised in insuring horses 
for over 40 years. We are Australia’s largest 
equine insurance broker with a hard earned 
reputation for customer service and claims.

 How long do claims take to be paid?
Normal claims are paid within two weeks of 
receiving the completed claim documents.

 How do I get more information?
Call Logans or see our website.

www.logans.com.au
Contact: Richard Logan


